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Introduction 
E-Commerce is booming all around the globe, growing with double-digit rates (Statista, 
2017). In Russia, online sales exceeded 1 trillion rubles and E-Commerce market has shown 
growth rate of 13% in 2017, even as offline retail was severely affected by the economic crisis 
(AITC, 2018). At the same time, volumes of cross-border trading is growing up faster, than local 
E-Commerce and several huge international players, such as Aliexpress, Asos and JD.com entered 
the market in the last 2 years (Data Insight, 2017). Along with increase in supply, there is 6% 
decline in consumers’ purchasing power in 2016 (FSSS, 2017). These factors led to more intense 
competition for customers’ attention and approval. To get this approval, company should identify 
and fulfill customers’ demands and needs. The question every marketing and sales specialist in E-
Commerce should ask is ‘how to change customers’ attitude in favor of our company’. Efficient 
communication between firms and customers can promote selling of particular products, services 
and brands. Thus, understanding consumers’ attitudes is the core of creating and making marketing 
decisions (Sheng et al., 2017).   
In E-Commerce, where all the company-customer interactions happen online and often in 
real-time, the rational venues to collect data upon customers’ attitude are internal sources (sales 
data, marketing researches) or external sources, such as online forums and social networking sites 
(SNS). SNS are vital part of humans’ daily lives and are widely spread around the globe (Statista, 
2018). Such diffusion leads to creation of huge amounts of User-Generated Content (UGC), which 
in many cases contains customers’ sentiments towards companies, their brands, products, services. 
UGC is online word-of-mouth behavior and is represented in form of unstructured data. Existence 
of such sort of information allows companies to forget about surveys, focus groups and external 
consultants to find consumer opinion about its products and those of its competitors (Liu, 2010). 
To collect and interpret this type of unstructured data is more efficient with application of Big Data 
(BD) techniques and tools.    
‘Big Data’ is a buzzword of the beginning of 21st century. Numerous companies in different 
industries — from small fashion boutiques to multinational pharmaceutical conglomerates — 
utilize this technology trend to reach and verify their competitive advantage, since it positively 
affects both companies’ strategy and operations (Hagen, 2013). It allows creating design-driven 
innovations and changing the paradigm of company-customer relationships (Morabito, 2015). BD 
proved to be especially useful from marketing perspective, since it allows companies to gather and 
analyze unstructured data and study consumer behavior and hidden consumer sentiment with help 
of it (Michael & Miller, 2013). 
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There is a wide variety of possible applications of BD extracted from SNS, which are 
beneficial to a company — company can predict adoption probability (Fang et al., 2013), improve 
consumer-retailer loyalty (Rapp et al., 2013), boost advertising and revenue growth (Shriver et al., 
2013). Through analysis of company-related UGC, company is capable of identifying consumers’ 
attitude towards its products and services (Pozzi, 2017). This sounds interesting to companies, 
because knowledge of customers’ attitude allows company to tune its marketing strategy 
(including niche market identification and brand positioning) and interaction with customers 
(Bahtar & Muda, 2016), which directly influence end users’ decision upon purchase of company’s 
products and services (Ding et al., 2015). This is the reason, why having a flexible and powerful 
(in many cases, free) toolkit to leverage brand-related openly accessible UGC in favor of extracting 
knowledge about SNS users’ attitude from optional feature became a ‘must-have’ (MongoDB 
White Paper, 2016). 
This concurrent learning of users’ behavior is beneficial to real-time, intent-based optimal 
interventions, which increases purchase likelihood (Ding et al., 2015). However, many E-
Commerce companies in Russia do not even try to benefit from using this type of information in 
spite of its appealing possible outcomes, or most companies are capturing only a fraction of the 
potential value of data for the sake of improving its sales efforts (Tadviser, 2017). One of the 
reasons for that may be lack of theoretical base clearly aligning application of innovative BD 
techniques toward digital marketing benefits (Amado, 2018).  
Since most of the data from SNS (online reviews, UGC, online ratings) is raw textual data, 
such toolkits as Natural Language Processing (NLP) may be applied. This frontier domain of BD 
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) is aimed at text extraction, preparation and analysis, and deals with 
human-computer language interaction (Devika et al., 2016). It is applied in such spheres, as spam 
filtering, search recommendations and chat bots. One of NLP subdomains — Sentiment Analysis 
(SA) — is specifically designed to work with attitudes within textual data (Pozzi, 2017).  
How SA may be beneficial for business? SA of UGC allows extracting knowledge about 
customers’ attitude, thus, to make efficient data-driven decisions upon brands digital marketing 
activities (Sheng et al., 2017; Rambocas & Pacheco, 2018). The implementation of developed NLP 
practices of this type will be beneficial for any type of companies. For E-Commerce companies, 
implementation of such SA types, as opinion mining or polarity classification, in marketing 
process may be applied for online evaluation of customer satisfaction, better understanding of 
consumers and market (Nassirtoussi et al., 2014).  
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Research on SA of English language is comprehensive and includes numerous studies upon 
various SA tasks (Devika et al., 2016; Mantyla et al., 2018). Research on SA of Russian language 
is more limited in its variety and is concentrated on studies upon sentiment lexicon generation 
(Klekovkina & Kotelnikov, 2012; Rubtsova, 2013; Rubtsova, 2015), opinion search and retrieval 
(Kravchenko, 2012) and polarity classification (Kotelnikov, 2012; Loukachevitch et al., 2015). 
However, when it comes to more business-oriented research with actionable outcomes of SA tasks 
in Russian language, amount of studies is very limited (Ermakov, 2009; Polyakov et al., 2012; 
Kirilenko & Stepchenkova, 2017). Moreover, relying on overview of 300+ articles and conference 
presentations on topic of SA of Russian language in last 7 years (Dialog-21, 2012-2017; ROMIP, 
2010-2015; RUSSIR, 2016-2017), it is legit to claim that there is the absence of business-oriented 
research related to application of such SA tasks, as subjectivity and polarity classification, in E-
Commerce companies. Due to the fact, that SA algorithm have been tailored to a specific language 
given the complexity of having a number of lexical variations and errors introduced by the people 
generating content (Tellez et al., 2017), research of applications of SA of English language in E-
Commerce cannot be seamlessly applied to SA of Russian language in E-Commerce.   
All of the abovementioned facts indicate that there is a research gap, which this master 
thesis will fulfill. Research gap is in the lack of empirical studies upon applications of polarity 
classification of Russian language that are beneficial for managers of E-Commerce companies. 
To fulfill stated research gap, the following research objectives were formulated: 
 To review what knowledge of CA may help E-Commerce companies and how it 
may be extracted from UGC on SNS; 
 To review applicability of BD and DM approaches in UGC collection and analysis; 
 To get acknowledged with NLP as a toolkit for textual data analysis;  
 To get acknowledged with SA fundamentals, types (with focus on subjectivity and 
polarity classification), models and what value it brings to E-Commerce companies; 
 To review cutting-edge studies upon SA of English and Russian languages along 
with multilingual SA (with focus upon polarity classification); 
 To review research upon applications of polarity classification of English and 
Russian languages (with focus on applications in E-Commerce); 
 To review different models of polarity classification of English and Russian 
language and how their performance baselines are measured; 
 To identify the criteria of choice of the most efficient models of polarity 
classification applicable to Russian language and E-Commerce business. 
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The following research goal was stated: 
 To create and test polarity classification model, which allows managers of Russian 
E-Commerce companies to extract additional knowledge about customers’ 
attitudes towards their companies from user-generated content. 
To achieve this goal, the following research questions were stated: 
 (RQ1) What type of polarity labeled data may be useful for manager in Russian E-
Commerce’ company?  
 (RQ2) Where to find relevant UGC and how to extract data upon Customer Attitude (which 
is needed to build polarity classification model) from it? 
 (RQ3) What are performance baselines for state-of-the-art polarity classification for 
Russian, English and multilingual models? 
 (RQ4) How accuracy of these polarity classification models is measured? 
 (RQ5) What are the most relevant polarity classification of Russian language’ models for 
current research goal? 
 (RQ6) How accurate are existing proprietary services of polarity classification of Russian 
language? 
 (RQ7) How to create tailored for researched companies’ polarity classification of Russian 
language’ model aimed on assessment of Customer Attitude in UGC from SNS? 
The master thesis consists of three stages of research. The first stage is devoted to 
theoretical part, where impact of CA on E-Commerce, efficiency of BD and Data Mining (DM) 
techniques for unstructured data collection and analysis, and NLP as tool for unstructured textual 
analysis are reviewed. In addition, SA process and approaches towards it along with value brought 
to business by SA are overviewed. The second chapter consists of research methodology, process 
of obtaining business and data understanding, data preparation and information upon modelling. 
The third chapter includes creation, evaluation, iterative improvement and deployment of polarity 
classification of Russian language’ models with highest expected accuracy.     
The research is based on qualitative approach and the research method to be applied is 
secondary data analysis. Secondary data includes UGC (such as posts, comments, likes, reposts 
and users’ reactions from SNS) and analytical data from online sources (open-source datasets, 
already combined word corpora on NLP). The theoretical research conducted is based on 
numerous sources, which include scientific articles, books, industry reports and conference papers. 
The sources for supporting review of existing literature and methodologies were found in the 
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following databases: EBSCO, Elsevier, Emerald, JSTOR and ProQuest. Polarity classification as 
a main empirical research model is applied. Several research steps are fulfilled. First, business 
(business goal and expected managerial applications are stated) and data understanding (suitable 
SNS in terms of data needed is identified) are obtained. Second, relevant data is collected (grabbing 
raw data from SNS, storing in database, sending to analysis environment) and prepared (initial 
data cleaning followed by translation of data from unstructured to semi-structured format with 
general and domain-specific text processing). Third, SA models are analyzed and compared. Forth, 
the most relevant models to subjectivity and polarity classification are chosen. Fifth, those models 
are evaluated and iteratively improved (e.g. via expanding of word corpus or changing feature 
selection approach). Finally, chosen models are deployed and all the needed analyses with data are 
performed.   
The main research presupposition is that the knowledge of Customer Attitude is crucial for 
success of Russian E-Commerce companies, and that this can be collected and utilized with the 
help of Sentiment Analysis tools and unstructured textual open data from Social Networking Sites. 
By being able to identify and influence customer attitude, company can drastically improve the 
efficiency of its marketing efforts, company-customer interactions and consequent sales volume. 
The expected findings from current research would be the following:  
 Types of polarity labeled data that are useful for Russian E-Commerce’ managers; 
 The most relevant sources of UGC and methods to extract useful insights on target 
audience from collected UGC; 
 Performance baselines of different state-of-the-art polarity classification for Russian, 
English and multilingual models;  
 The most relevant accuracy measurement metrics for polarity classification models;  
 Criteria to identification of the most appropriate for specific task and industry SA model; 
 Performance baselines of different existing proprietary services for polarity classification;  
 Steps to create, evaluate and iteratively improve tailored for specific task and industry 
polarity classification of Russian language’ model.  
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CHAPTER 1. E-COMMERCE, BIG DATA AND SENTIMENT 
ANALYSIS 
Literature review is concentrated on investigation of how Big Data Natural Language 
Processing’ techniques, such as Sentiment Analysis, may help E-Commerce companies’ managers 
to obtain and understand Customer Attitude towards companies’ products and services. Lack of 
applicable literature upon managerial implications of SA and lack of business-oriented studies 
upon application of polarity classification (task of SA) of Russian language were identified. 
It consists of three parts (see Figure 1). The first part starts with description of E-
Commerce, its elements and its role in modern economy. Then, the role of CA in purchase behavior 
process along with its elements and ways to measure it are described. Importance of knowledge of 
CA for E-Commerce companies is reviewed. In second part, BD and DM as highly efficient 
approaches to collect and utilize CA knowledge are described. Specifically, DM methodology used 
in empirical part is reviewed. Then, specifics of UGC from SNS are described. Finally, research 
of BD applications in E-Commerce is overviewed. The third part of literature review touches upon 
topic of NLP. It starts with overview of NLP and its characteristics. Next, different NLP techniques 
and tools are described. Then, Sentiment Analysis as a method to extract knowledge from textual 
data and how it may be applied to data gathered from SNS will be reviewed. Value of SA for E-
Commerce companies is analyzed. SA modelling process is decomposed and thoroughly reviewed. 
Finally, current studies upon SA of English and Russian languages along with their applications 
in E-Commerce are reviewed. 
Figure 1. Literature Review structure 
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1.1. How knowledge of Customer Attitude helps in E-Commerce 
1.1.1. E-Commerce 
The Internet has changed the nature of shopping in the past two decades, which has 
supported the proliferation of E-Commerce sites (Yadav & Rahman, 2017). E-Commerce relates 
to the use of electronic communications and digital information processing technology in business 
transactions to create, transform, and redefine relationships for value creation between or among 
organizations, and between organizations and individuals (Mohapatra, 2012). As one of the 
greatest technological developments in the last twenty years, E-Commerce has driven 
revolutionary change in global business, with the primary benefits including entrance into new 
markets, increased customer base, streamlined supply chains, improved customer service, 
increased profits and reduced costs (Karavdic & Gregory, 2005). Numerous examples of 
successful E-Commerce projects include Business-to-Customer (B2C) platforms (such as 
Amazon, Lamoda, Ozon), Business-to-Business (B2B) platforms (such as Alibaba, BizBilla, 
TragedHost) and Customer-to-Customer (C2C) platforms (such as eBay, Etsy, Craigslist). 
Although, along with feasible benefits, this fast growth of E-Commerce ecosystem led to 
increasing competition for customer all around the globe. 
Growing number of Russian people prefer to purchase online (E-Commerce Foundation, 
2016). Russian E-Commerce companies are in intense competition for customers (e.g., cross-
border competitors such as China) (E-Commerce Foundation, 2016). To improve customers’ 
satisfaction levels and brand comprehension, Russian E-Commerce companies need to enhance 
their digital marketing activities.  
This significant structural shift towards online and digital retailing in recent years resulted 
in more personalized and communicative marketing approaches and created advantages for both 
the firm and consumer (Nisar, 2017). One of the reasons behind that rise of personalization of 
marketing approaches is in increasing ability of marketing practitioners to get more profound 
understanding of hidden customer needs and behavior patterns. Since customers’ choice is strongly 
influenced by online reviews (Yoshida, 2018), getting better knowledge upon customer attitude 
from those online UGC is a starting point. 
1.1.2. Customer Attitude 
CA in current research is explained as customers’ perception of some entity. It is one of 
the key element influencing final purchase decision within any model of customer engagement, 
satisfaction and purchasing behavior process (Lantos, 2010).    
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To see how attitude towards company affects customer decisions, general understanding 
of how purchase process goes was obtained. There are several common customer behavior models 
used in modern literature, such as Howarth-Sheth model and Engel-Blackwell-Kollat model. The 
former model (see Figure 2) constitutes customer behavior process from such stages, as 
information search (attention + stimulus + biases), purchase decision formation (motives, 
confidence and brand experience form attitude, which creates intention) and post-purchase 
behavior (loop of satisfaction-attitude-intention). It implies that customer post-purchase attitude is 
mainly affected by such aspects as customer attitude, brand comprehension and initial customer 
psychological constructs (confidence, motives, and purchase goals). 
 
Figure 2. Howarth-Sheth customer behavior model 
(Source: Howarth & Sheth, 1969) 
The latter one (see Figure 3) implies more complicated process and includes various 
environment influences (such as income, social class, family and culture background). However, 
in this model customer’s personality and brand comprehension are considered to be important 
criteria in the process of product evaluation and attitude building. It shows us how vital process of 
information feedback for customer’s further behavior is.  
Both models coherent in sense of similar logic of how customer come up with final 
purchase decision. After putting it in its simplified version, the whole process of product purchase 
can be divided into several essential parts: formation of customer attitude → evaluation of choices 
→ initial purchase decision → customer satisfaction → customer post-purchase behavior with any 
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sort of information feedback as a crucial indicator of customers’ satisfaction and as an important 
affluence upon customers’ attitude. 
 
Figure 3. Engel-Blackwell-Kollat customer behavior model  
(Source: Engel et al., 1979) 
Thus, knowledge of customers’ attitudes will allow companies to make their digital 
commerce activities more efficient (Hariharan, 2018; Wang, 2018). Traditional approaches for 
studying customer behavior require a large amount of time and resources. Existing research on 
customer behavior (including customer attitude, customer satisfaction and brand comprehension) 
typically relies on interviewing respondents with traditional paper-and-pencil surveys and online 
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questionnaires. BD, NLP and open sources of relevant UGC allow making this process cheaper 
and faster (Song et al., 2016). 
1.2. Big Data from Social Networking Sites 
1.2.1. Big Data 
What is Big Data? Half a century after computers entered mainstream society, the data has 
begun to accumulate to this threshold where something new and special is taking place. Now we 
live in a world where data is collected in ever-increasing amounts, summarizing more of what 
people and machines do, and capturing finer granularity of their behavior. Even if organization 
does not know exactly what it will do with this data, it can clearly perceive the value, which can 
be extracted from it. The quantitative change has led to a qualitative one and, considering an 
abundance of inexpensive computer power and enormous data amounts, this change is quite 
actionable. The sciences like astronomy and genomics, which first experienced the explosion of 
enormous amounts of raw unstructured data in the 2000s, coined the term ‘Big Data’ (Mayer-
Schönberger, 2014). The concept is now migrating to all areas of human endeavor, including 
marketing, language processing and gathering vast volumes of information from different open 
sources, such as online forums and social networks. 
The definition of BD varies greatly from publication to publication. The literature review 
has demonstrated that ‘big data’ term is applicable to a variety of different entities including social 
phenomenon, information assets, data sets, analytical techniques, storage technologies, processes 
and infrastructures. In the age of digitalization and datafication, information and the capability to 
extract useful knowledge from data is one of the company’s key strategic assets and solid 
foundation of new business models. Many definitions focus on characteristics of the data and on 
the differences between normal data and ‘Big Data’; the main question arising is ‘how big is big’. 
One way to think about it is that data is ‘big’ when we cannot fit it on one machine, another way 
— the data is ‘big’ when it goes beyond traditional limits in four major dimensions: volume, 
variety, velocity and value (Schutt, 2014). While it is problematic to generalize increase in value, 
changes in three other dimensions are measurable. According to one of the most famous 
frameworks, the 3-dimensional increase in data volume, velocity and variety invokes the need for 
new formal practices that will imply tradeoffs and architectural solutions that affect application 
portfolios and business strategy decisions. This ‘3 V’s’ framework is associated to the concept of 
‘Big Data’ and used as its definition. Many other authors extended the ‘3 V’s’ model and, as a 
result, multiple features of big data such as value and veracity were later added to the list. Along 
with this definition, there are several other definitions of ‘Big Data’, which are dedicated to the 
crossing of some sort of threshold. For example, some researchers believe that data is big when it 
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exceeds the processing capacity of traditional processing tools, such as conventional database 
systems and cannot be processed in an acceptable period or within a reasonable cost range (or 
requires the choice of an alternative way to process it). 
Industry-wide approach to BD classification imply availability of three major dimensions, 
which help researchers to label concrete piece of data as ‘Big Data’ (Laney, 2001) are described 
in Figure 4: 
Figure 4. 3V’s of Big Data model  
(Source: Laney, 2001) 
1. Volume, which is measured by the quantity of variables, transactions, number of data 
rows, attributes, interconnections and events. In the past researchers used to work mostly with 
samples — randomly (or based on an educated guess) chosen from the whole population small 
data sets, and created predictive models. However, big data does not assume any volume 
constraints, which allows researchers to analyze much larger data sets and identify a number of 
previously invisible trends and patterns. Today, volume is the defining factor when labeling some 
data as ‘big data’, because currently we are in Big Data 1.0 era, which is characterized by firms 
being busy with building capabilities and creating infrastructure to warehouse and process large 
amounts of data (Provost, 2013).   
2. Variety, which represents the assortment of data and is closely connected with the 
definitions of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data. Structured data used to dominate 
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the amount of data being processed by enterprises and is much easier to analyze as it is classified 
on the basis of the data type (numeric, float, character, categorical, etc.) and usually is pre-
processed (clean data with no missing values). However, over the past decades unstructured data 
has become the prevailing type of data for business analysts to work with. As companies started 
to look beyond organizational borders and expanded traditional operational data analysis, which 
most often comes in a form of structured data, they encountered a lot of unstructured, more 
complex data. Unstructured data by definition does not fit existing databases and is usually text 
heavy, yet may contain numbers and dates as well.  
3. Velocity of data defines the speed and frequency of data creation, accumulation and 
processing. The pace of today’s business world requires businesses to be able to perform real-time 
analysis on its KPIs and make appropriate decisions in real time. In this sphere big data 
opportunities are enormously various and impressive — from creation of parallel data warehousing 
to manage the pipeline of upcoming data to modelling comprehensive model with automatic 
visualization and reporting to decision-makers in company. 
The amount of data in the world is doubling every two years and more than 95% of all this 
data is raw and unstructured, including images, videos, records, geo-based location data, network, 
and sensor data (McKinsey & Company, 2016). Therefore, one of the biggest obstacles for Big 
Data analytics in future is to gain an ability to master analysis of tons of unstructured data with 
ongoing application of meaningful results in practice. One of the approaches aimed on fulfilling 
this task is called ‘data mining’ (see Figure 5).  
 
Figure 5. Multidisciplinary nature of Data Mining  
(Source: Dean, 2014) 
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The most commonly accepted description of data mining is a complex process of extracting 
unknown, valuable knowledge such as pattern and mode from massive data. Besides, some refer 
to data mining process as knowledge discovery in databases, also known in data scientists’ circles 
as KDD. There is an important distinction between data mining and KDD — data mining is usually 
focusing in the discovery part within KDD, which aims to find untouched information that holds 
potential value and build models for predictions. The results of data mining can be used in KDD 
in order to extract knowledge of the real case. Considering that the pattern discovered in data 
should serve the purpose of solving real questions, the use of data mining results should always 
influence and inform the data mining process itself (Provost, 2013). Data mining is being applied 
in different areas, and the detailed process differs in accordance with the task. The data mining 
process is interactive and iterative, involving numerous steps with many decisions made by the 
user.  
There are several methodologies used to build the mining models. One of the most widely 
employed in industry methodologies is tool-neutral Cross Industry Standard Process for Data 
Mining methodology, which may be commonly separated into six key steps (Chapman et al., 
1999): 
1. Business Understanding. The most important notion on data analytics many specialists 
forget about is that all the tools and techniques provided by data science are aimed to help 
organization in making data-driven decisions, which will positively affect the value created by 
company and delivered to customers. Every analytics procedure should have some business-
related purpose and not to be just an analysis in sake of analysis. It is vital to understand the 
business problem to be able to solve it in a data-driven manner, meaning that data analyst should 
think carefully about the use scenario of the results of her work and design a program of achieving 
stated business goals with regard of stakeholders’ interests and historical knowledge. Final goal is 
to describe initial business goal (business parameter needed to be improved or altered in specific 
fashion) and additional actions (in a number of cases, output data may be used not only to achieve 
initial business goal).  
2. Data Understanding. Prior to launching any collection or modelling process, researcher 
should clearly formulate output she want to get out of it, as well as get acknowledged with amount, 
quality and specifics of available relevant data. First, researcher should obtain understanding of 
input (data sources, criteria and formats suitable to business goals and available to researcher) and 
output (needed type of knowledge gained from input, such as patterns, groups, trends, etc.), as well 
as understanding upon data mining method (supervised/unsupervised). Before starting to process 
the collected data, analyst should get analyze unrefined data to get insights and find subsets valid 
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to represent the data. Final goal is to choose target data set (or focus on a subset of variables, or 
data samples) on which discovery is to be performed. Only after getting comprehensive business 
and data understanding analyst should switch to next data mining steps. 
3. Data Preparation. Data cleaning and preprocessing is held on this stage. This may include 
removing of noise or outliers, collecting necessary information to model or account for noise and 
developing strategies for handling missing data fields or accounting for time sequence information 
and known changes. Final goal is to construct the tidy dataset applicable to be fed to modeling 
tools (Chiang, 2017).  
4. Modeling. On this stage, researcher chooses upon the needed data mining algorithm. 
There are numerous specific algorithms, developed in recent years, but the number of fundamental 
ones may be limited to nine: classification and class probability estimation, regression analysis, 
similarity matching, clustering, co-occurrence grouping, profiling, link prediction, data reduction, 
and causal modeling (Provost, 2013). Out of all abovementioned data mining functions, we will 
be especially interested in regression analysis and classification.  Next step is to build the data 
mining method with relevant chosen algorithm.  
5. Evaluation. Final goal is to verify if created model is sufficient to achieve stated 
objectives (Chiang, 2017).   
6. Deployment. On the final stage mining the data to find valuable knowledge and insights 
via identifying and interpreting observed patterns. Final goal is to launch the data mining process 
(immediate result) and to incorporate obtained knowledge directly or to carry out further analysis 
on it (further managerial implications). 
In current case, to build sufficient data mining model, huge amount of textual data is 
needed. Since, nowadays is the era of Web 2.0, tons of personal unbiased information (including 
reviews, feedback, comments, etc.) may be found in increasingly accepted by public online social 
networks.  
1.2.2. Social Networks 
Online Social Networks are the most rapidly growing information sources which makes 
available an unprecedented scale of personal data, data about events and social relationships, 
public sentiments and behaviors that when are mined and interpreted are of an enormous value. 
Online Social Network (OSN) is a contemporary type of network whose history is relatively short 
but turbulent. The advent of mass adoption of online Social Networking Sites (SNS) has caused a 
shift on how people communicate and share knowledge, how businesses operate and compete and 
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how politicians contest and influence. In the businesses field, social network analysis is applied to 
gain insight into markets and communities, with the “social enterprise” being the new necessity in 
order to manage knowledge, improvement, change, cooperation and risk. Many firms have 
embraced social media as a means to engage with their customers. Recent business reports have 
suggested that total spending on social media advertising has increased worldwide ($17.74 billion 
in 2014 vs. $11.36 billion in 2013, which amounts to an increase of 56.2%) and that social media 
engagement drives sales (Kumar, 2016). Online reviews are becoming increasingly important 
sources of information for shoppers influencing as much as 20-50% online purchase decisions 
(Mosteller, 2016), as well as an important source for companies analyzing users’ demands and 
complaints. Better understanding of CA is seemingly one of the best tools that allows firm to 
identify and utilize points of growth in social media. 
However, social network data are voluminous, even from a single social network site, 
mostly unstructured and their dynamic nature is evolving at an extremely fast pace that hinder the 
data analysis and extraction of knowledge. Having shifted away from the analysis of single small 
graphs and the properties of individual nodes to consideration of large-scale properties of graphs, 
the need for new data analysis tools and techniques is inevitable (Sapountzi, 2016).  
All the content created and published by SNS users has its own name — User-Generated 
Content. UGC posted at SNS usually is in format of short messages with noisy (poor vocabulary, 
spelling and syntax) content. UGC fit for data mining and analysis tasks is based on several 
features: UGC is rich in embedded semantics and is dynamical (convenient in capturing attitude 
volatility over time). In addition, UGC has a positive effect on consumer’s online product purchase 
intention, including increase in perceived credibility and usefulness of addressed entity, which lead 
to reciprocal positive customers’ attitude towards UGC and influence their buying intention 
(Bahtar & Muda, 2016). 
There are three main ways to access information in SNS:  
 Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) (allows user to access website internal 
functionality from our source code); 
 Crawlers / Scrapers (special applications aimed on grabbing data from non-protected 
websites); 
 Direct request to SNS administration. 
The format of extracted UGC data depends on way to access information and on tool used 
for this task. The most popular formats are .json, .csv, .txt and .xml. All of them are stored (e.g., 
in SQL/NoSQL databases) and processed in suitable for further analysis format (in case of current 
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research — in .csv). There is great variety of tools to extract the UGC data and their analysis is 
out of current research scope. In current case, data collection was pipelined with the help of Node-
Red and data formatting was performed with Python script.  
1.2.3. Big Data in E-Commerce 
Relevant for current research studies on applications of BD in business flourish and include 
such topics, as business analytics, business intelligence, web analytics, database management and 
numerous others. From organizational perspective, the most researched topics are organization 
strategy, organization and HR management with business intelligence tools and their integration 
as the main point of research. From operational perspective, operation management and supply 
chain management are in the center of attention. From marketing perspective, consumer behavior, 
consumer sentiment and marketing strategy are in focus of modern researchers. Such related to E-
Commerce domains, as online communities (6 studies), sentiment analysis (23 studies), online 
ratings (7 studies), online reviews (28 studies) and electronic word-of-mouth (15 studies) are 
intensively researched (Sheng et al., 2017). 
Briefly, any practical application of BD in E-Commerce (or Social Commerce) comes 
down to collection and analysis of some dataset — in a real-time or with some historical data. 
There are numerous ways to perform ongoing BD analysis on preprocessed dataset, which depends 
on sphere of further appliance and types of data collected (text, image, video, GPS tags, time logs, 
etc.). Two types of data analysis are generally used to extract needed for Social Commerce type 
of knowledge from datasets — Social Network Analysis (Link Prediction, Community Detection, 
and Influence Analysis) and Big Data Analysis (Trend Detection, Text Mining, and Collaborative 
Recommendation). Each of these types include various techniques, such as Machine Learning, 
classification estimation, clustering and regression analysis, each of which is aimed to solve 
specific set of tasks. In most of the studies, researchers used qualitative techniques and tried to use 
numerical data analysis, since direct usage of the raw textual data to extract customers’ true 
opinions is a challenging task (Aguwa, 2017). However, the largest amount of collected data will 
be represented in text format, and one of the most useful for textual data analysis’ tools is 
abovementioned text mining, and especially one of its part — Natural Language Processing (with 
Sentiment Analysis as one of its key parts).  
1.3. Extract and Assess Customers’ Attitudes with NLP and SA 
1.3.1. NLP overview 
Text mining or text analytics is a discipline that combines language science and computer 
science with statistical and machine learning techniques. It is used for analyzing texts and turning 
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them into a more structured form to derive insights from it (Mount, 2016). It may be used for 
numerous tasks — from plain information retrieval to entities extraction and text classification 
with sarcasm detection.  
Natural Language Processing is an attempt to extract a fuller meaning representation from 
free text. NLP typically makes use of linguistic concepts such as part-of-speech (noun, verb, 
adjective, etc.) and grammatical structure, either represented as phrases like noun phrase or 
prepositional phrase, or dependency relations like subject-of or object-of (Kao & Poteet, 2006). It 
is named ‘natural’ since it does not work with non-natural languages, such as Morse code or 
Klingon. It is one of the types of text mining — and it is highly relevant today, when it became a 
powerful machine learning backed instrument. 
Machine learning (ML) is a discipline in Artificial Intelligence (AI) concerned with the 
design and development of algorithms that allow computers to reason and make decisions based 
on data (Swamynathan, 2017). In case of NLP, ML is a toolset of algorithms created to solve 
classification tasks, rather than radically different approach to solve data mining issues. Since NLP 
is built upon both statistics and ML, there are numerous interferences between those two groups’ 
contributions to NLP and data mining in general.  
ML in NLP is applied mainly as a set of classifier algorithms, such as Naïve Bayes, Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) and Maximum Entropy being most widely applied. Naïve Bayes is a 
sample probabilistic classifier, which shows more accurate results on small datasets. To define the 
final class of testing data, it counts the probability of sentiment to occur with regard to sentence it 
is located at and use Naïve Bayes formula to do that. SVM is a non-probabilistic classifier with 
large amount of training data required. It separates all testing points into k-dimensional hyper plane 
with non-linear function and after transform all objects into linearly separable map. Maximum 
Entropy is a conditional exponential classifier, which combines several features and uses their sum 
as exponent.         
One of the subdomains of ML — Deep Learning — is especially relevant for modern NLP 
and brought a great benefit to it with the resurgence of Deep Neural Networks (Yin et al, 2017). 
Usage of such DL tools as Neural Networks brings sufficient improvement in accuracy for existing 
NLP techniques. Such algorithms, as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent 
Neural Networks (RNN) are widely applied in current research. RNN consist of one node, where 
all the input is fed up. While training, the model goes through number of epochs (one epoch = one 
forward + one backward propagation) and identify patterns (which are represented in form of 
matrices). There are two prevailing RNN types — long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated 
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recurrent unit (GRU). CNN is a more complex construct, which consists of three layers — input 
layer (same as in RNN), convolutional layer (used for representational learning) and pooling layer. 
Choice of appropriate ML classifier, as well as choice of the most suitable DNN strongly depends 
on the task and type of input data, so there is no consensus on DNN selection for any particular 
NLP problem (Yin et al., 2017). However, both RNN and CNN in recent years have shown to 
perform very well in NLP tasks (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014). 
1.3.2. NLP techniques 
Development of NLP starts with document-level, and then go to sentence-level and aspect-
level, currently stopping at morpheme-level. The final goal of NLP depends on further application 
of extracted data and on specifics of input/output data — it may be speech processing, text 
generation, information retrieval or others. Different NLP techniques are applied for different 
situations. However, all of them are based on usage of some parsers, needed to translate natural 
language to readable by machine binary language. Some parsers may be called off-the-shelf 
parsers, which uses open source morphological, semantical and syntactical libraries (MINIPAR, 
WordNet, VerbNet), and parsers that create their own libraries with the help of such techniques, 
as topic modelling (Kao & Poteet, 2006). The ongoing operations usually include data processing, 
analysis itself and final wanted by user output. 
Figure 6. Topic modelling example  
(Source: Provost, 2013) 
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Technological stack used for Natural Language Processing is enhancing in recent years. It 
includes such open source tools as Python Natural Language Tool Kit, Stanford NLP, WordNet 
and FrameNet libraries, gensim and textblob modules and existing proprietary services, as Google 
Cloud based NLP service and IBM Cloud (backed by IBM Watson and supported by numerous 
applications, such as Cloud Floundry Apps and Tone Analyzer). Using any of these tools, it is 
possible to create a powerful application, which will analyze customers’ attitudes from SNS 
towards companies’ products and services. It may provide plain data or interactive visualizations 
as outcome, work by request or update in real-time — all these options depends on business needs 
of decision maker. Based on those analysis results, it is possible to come up with managerial 
solutions aimed on increase in number of satisfied customers, increase in overall number of users, 
increase in average revenue per user and decrease in churn rate for companies’ products.   
In combination with ML and DL, NLP is applied for various purposes — it allows 
performing machine translation, supporting spoken dialog systems, extracting product features 
from customer reviews and doing sentiment analysis. In modern business, NLP is used in 
numerous industries:  
 Autocomplete and spelling correctors (based on named entity recognition) are 
integrated into search engines (Google, Yandex) and smartphone operational systems 
(Android, iOS); 
 Automatic reasoning engines driven by natural language queries, such as Wolfram 
Alpha, helps to solve human’s tasks; 
 Google’s ‘Talk to Books’ service, which exploits AI to perform advanced NLP and 
find proper literature recommendations based on one input phrase; 
 Chatbots, separate or integrated into messengers — all of them use Speech-to-Text and 
Text-to-Speech NLP abilities to be able simply to input and output information; 
 Sentiment Analysis tasks, such as polarity detection and opinion mining of UGC, are 
widely applied in finance industry (e.g., stock price prediction) and marketing (e.g., 
brand health monitoring). 
1.3.3. SA overview 
Sentiment Analysis has been one of the most active research areas in natural language 
processing since early 2000 (Liu, 2012). The aim of sentiment is to define automatic tools able to 
extract subjective information from texts in natural language and to create structured and 
actionable knowledge to be used by decision maker (Pozzi, 2017). As well as NLP itself, SA allows 
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to work on different levels of granularity — from document-level to sentence and phrase level 
tasks (Agarwal, 2011).  
Initially, it was regarded as standard document classification into topics (Pang, 2002) and 
since its early years required extended external sentiment lexicon (Nakov, 2017). Later, it became 
to be widely applied to more fine-grained words/phrases sentiment evaluation (Pang, 2005), but 
until rise of social media SA was either genre-agnostic (Baccianella, 2010), or focused on 
newswire texts (Wilson et al., 2005) and customer reviews from web forums (Pang, 2002; Pontiki, 
2014). It was recognized that in many cases it is also crucial to know the topic toward which the 
sentiment is expressed (Stoyanov & Cardie, 2008), the role of context in determining the sentiment 
orientation (Wilson et al., 2005) and understanding of the linguistic aspects of expressing opinions, 
evaluations and speculations (Wiebe et al., 2004). 
Currently, SA consists of various tasks, with some of them aimed on textual data’ collection 
and processing (lexicon generation, labeled texts collection, etc.) and some aimed on textual data 
analysis (opinion mining, polarity classification, etc.). Taxonomy of the most popular SA tasks is 
presented in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Taxonomy of the most popular sentiment analysis tasks  
(Source: Pozzi, 2017) 
In the age of SNS, focus of SA studies shifted to research of UGC, which consists of natural 
language and has three key elements: 
 Text — canonical language (semantics and punctuation), optionally with 
misspellings and punctuation missing;  
 Part-of-Speech (POS) — shows if the text part is a noun, verb, or other language 
part. Some POS are indicators that helps to identify subjectivity (Pak & Paroubek, 
2010) and polarity (Fersini, 2016); 
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 Paralinguistic Content (PC) — includes emoticons (😊), emphatic abbreviations 
(‘STFU’), onomatopoeic expressions (‘skrt’), lengthened words (‘daaaaaaamn’), 
capital letters (‘AWESOME’) and hashtags (‘#bund’). 
All these types of data are exploited on different stages of modelling process and are typical 
to short-text online messages.   
1.3.4. SA modelling process 
Understanding the process and terminology of SA is fundamental for comprehension of 
further research overview and upcoming empirical modelling. To formalize the task, following 
definitions to be used: 
 SA tasks — pool of various SA tasks, which includes such entities as subjectivity 
classification, polarity classification, sentiment lexicon generation;   
 Subjectivity classification — performed to classify a sentence or a clause of the 
sentence as subjective (opinionated data) or objective (factual data) (Liu, 2010); 
 Polarity classification — determine whether a sentence or a clause of the sentence 
expresses a positive or negative opinion; 
 Holder — the entity (person / company) who holds opinion;  
 Target — the entity (company / product / brand) addressed by the holder; 
 Aspect — a part of target evaluated by opinion holder (e.g., in case of product as 
a target, aspects may be price, color, size, material, availability, etc.); 
 Polarity — the sentiment towards target in general or some aspect specifically.  
The most crucial issue for successful application of subjectivity and polarity classification 
is to obtain understanding of SA modelling process steps. Since modeling and data preparation 
steps are strongly interconnected, the only presupposition is that all the relevant textual data is 
collected and properly prepared before modelling steps.  
There are various approaches to polarity classification, but starting point at creating 
appropriate model is in choosing level of analysis’ granularity. If researcher is interested in opinion 
about the whole entity within testing data, such as document or sentence, then SA modelling 
process consists from subjectivity classification and classifier creation. If researcher is interested 
in more precise evaluation and needs to identify both topic within sentence and sentiment towards 
it, then topic modeling techniques should be used and minimally viable version of SA modelling 
process consists of four steps: aspect extraction, feature selection, value assignment and classifier 
creation. 
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All the approaches to polarity classification specifically may be separated into two large 
groups — lexicon-based and ML-based approaches. Lexicon-based approaches may be based on 
usage of dictionary (dictionary-based models) or sets of rules (rule-based models). ML-based 
approach may be based on supervised learning (with ML algorithms as classifiers) or on 
unsupervised learning (with DL algorithms as classifiers). In addition, hybrid approaches (also 
called ensembles) with elements of both lexicon-based and ML-based approaches are used. 
Along with those five approaches, some mixed approaches, which can not be categorized 
as lexicon-based, ML/DL-based or ensemble approaches due to their specific mathematical base, 
exist. For example, Formal Concept Analysis, Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis and other concept-
level sentiment analysis systems, such as pSenti and SenticNet (Medhat et al., 2014).   
There are several steps, which are applied in different polarity classification models. One 
of them is feature selection. The main goal of feature selection is to select important for research 
aspects within sentences. Different approaches are usually applied for this, such as collection of 
bag-of-words, collection of n-grams, POS-tagging, binary occurrences and syntactic relations. In 
addition, another outcome researcher gets are quantifiable features (e.g., ratio of positive terms to 
the number of positive + negative terms, sum of all positive/negative terms, etc.). 
Second of them is value assignment. Value assignment for lexicon-based models is 
sentiment assignment. Value assignment for models with no lexicon is weight assignment, which 
is a polarity vector evaluation for every element (which are selected earlier features). The main 
goal of weight assignment is to assign to each feature a proper label (numerous, since classifiers 
work only with numbers, not characters). Such techniques as TF-IDF, binary function and 
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) are used. 
Third of them is classifier creation. In case of ML models, the most used classifiers are 
SVM, Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and linear classifier.  In case of DL models, the most used 
classifiers are Recurrent Neural Networks (especially with Long Short-Term Memory 
architecture) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The goal of classifier is to separate all 
the input data to several classes (predefined in case of supervised learning and identified in case 
of unsupervised learning). For ML models’ classifiers would perform classification and regression 
tasks, while for DL models it would perform clustering task.   
1.3.5. Research of SA 
Every of SA process’ steps are researched actively. Recently, hottest topics of cutting-edge 
research of SA include: 
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 Aspect-based SA (Pontiki et al., 2014; Pontiki et al., 2015; Pontiki et al., 2016),  
 SA of figurative language (Ghosh, 2015),  
 Stance detection (Mohammad, 2016),  
 Event polarity explication (Russo, 2015),  
 Automatic lexicon building (Keshavarz & Abadeh, 2017).  
As methods for SA mature, more attention is being paid to linguistic structure and to multi-
linguality and cross-linguality (Nakov, 2017). Research of multilingual SA is rising and it 
includes: 
 Development of specific lexicon (Steinberger et al., 2011); 
 Supervised sentiment analysis in multilingual environments (Vilares et al., 2017); 
 Sentiment analysis system adaptation for multilingual processing (Balahur & 
Perea-Ortega, 2015). 
Research of Sentiment Analysis of Russian language is more focused on lexicon-related 
issues and includes: 
 Part-of-Speech tagging (Anastasyev et al., 2017; Kazennikov, 2017); 
 Morphological analysis (Selegey et al., 2016; Sorokin et al., 2017); 
 Development of specific lexicons (Rubtsova, 2013; Rubtsova, 2015; Benko & 
Zakharov, 2016; Dubatovka et al., 2016; Kotelnikov et al., 2016; Mazurova, 2016); 
 Ways of sentiment expression in Russian (Zagibalov et al., 2010); 
 Opinion mining (Kravchenko, 2012).   
Focus of current thesis will be allocated in the topics of subjectivity classification (for 
initial splitting of opinionated and factual data) and polarity classification. Objective sentence 
expresses some factual information about the world, while a subjective sentence expresses some 
personal feelings or beliefs (Liu, 2010). Existing research of subjectivity classification and polarity 
classification of English language include: 
 Understanding of word sense to disambiguate subjectivity (Wiebe & Mihalcea, 
2006); 
 Prior sentiment polarity of multi-word phrases (Russo, 2015); 
 Aspect-based polarity detection (Pontiki et al., 2014). 
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Existing applications of subjectivity classification and polarity classification of Russian 
language are limited, since the most of research is based around lexicon generation and opinion 
mining, and include: 
 Subjectivity vs. Objectivity dichotomy and sentiment relevance (Semina, 2018);  
 Opinion retrieval from news articles (Chetviorkin & Loukachevitch, 2013); 
 Entity-based sentiment polarity classification (Karpov et al., 2016); 
 Overcoming problems of time gaps and data sparsity (Loukachevitch & Rubtsova, 
2016).  
Since sentiment analysis is of great importance to business and society, it has spread from 
pure computer science sphere to management science and the social sciences. Nowadays, it has 
gained even more value with the advent of social networks (Pozzi, 2017). 
Existing research of Sentiment Analysis of English language for E-Commerce activities 
include: 
 Discovery of consumer attitude insights via collecting and summarizing polarity 
upon product features (Chamlertwat, 2012); 
 Measurement of marketing productivity on Twitter through sentiment and NPS 
assessment (Yoon, 2013); 
 Discovery insights on more efficient resource allocation in online communities 
(Homburg, 2015). 
Focus of our research will be allocated in the topics of subjectivity and polarity 
classification. Existing research of subjectivity and polarity classification of English language for 
E-Commerce activities include: 
 Evaluation of customer satisfaction level using polarity towards a posteriori service 
aspects for parks and recreation sphere (Farhadloo et al., 2016); 
 Identification of aspects within online reviews, which drive company’s product 
sales (Li et al., 2018). 
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Amount of research aimed on Sentiment Analysis of Russian language for E-Commerce 
activities is limited and it includes: 
 Opinion extraction about cars (Ermakov, 2009); 
 Decision support for quality management for hotel industry (Yussupova, 2012); 
 Sentiment detection for banks and telecom companies (Arkhipenko et al., 2016; 
Karpov et al., 2016). 
The main drawbacks of current business-oriented research towards polarity classification 
of Russian language are its pure theoretical orientation with no practical implications (e.g., the 
final goal of research is to compare different classifiers’ accuracy on tweets’ dataset with no further 
implications), or the lack of state-of-the-art approach upon solving business-oriented problems 
(e.g., using inflexible and labor-intensive lexicon-based models to solve specific business 
problems). There were found no research regarding state-of-the-art polarity classification of 
Russian language for E-Commerce with useful for decision-making recommendations, which 
makes this topic a research gap of current thesis. Neither purely theoretical, nor empirical studies 
were found, thus, this defines the research gap of current thesis. 
1.3.6. Value of SA for E-Commerce 
To come up with relevant applications of polarity classification of Russian language for E-
Commerce, it is important to understand how Sentiment Analysis in general may be applied to 
business needs. Generally, all the currently researched applications may be divided into marketing-
related and finance-related categories. Marketing-related applications allow managers to get better 
understanding upon such issues as: 
 Influence of Producer-Generated Content on customers’ conversion rates online 
(Ludwig et al., 2013); 
 Influence of positive and negative UGC upon daily product sales (Sonnier et al., 
2011); 
 Factors within UGC and online reviews which affect customers’ purchase 
decisions (Baek et al., 2012); 
 Influence of UGC on new product adoption rates (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2015); 
 Users’ interest prediction based on opinions of their friends (Bao et al., 2013); 
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Finance-related applications allow managers to get better understanding upon such issues 
as: 
 Impact of negative product reviews and ratings on volatility in returns and traded 
volumes (Tirunillai & Tellis, 2012); 
 Stock price predictions based on Twitter mood (Bollen et al., 2012); 
 Automated intraday stock recommendation system based on market data and 
textual news (Geva & Zahavi , 2013); 
 Box office prediction based on microblog (Du et al., 2013). 
Understanding of polarity towards companies’ brands and products allows both middle and 
top-level managers within E-Commerce to enhance different activities, such as:  
 To assess of customer satisfaction (Kang & Park, 2013),  
 To make data-driven market decisions (Moreo et al., 2012),  
 To predict and influence churn rates (Coussement & von den Poel, 2009),  
 To improve recommendation systems (Garcia-Cumbreras et al., 2013),  
 To adjust targeted advertising (Li & Shiu, 2012),  
 To predict sales (Rui et al., 2013),  
 To identify market trends and assess customer and partners’ credibility (Li & Li, 
2013); 
 To predict market changes (Qiu et al., 2013).  
Along with those activities, obtained with polarity classification and topic modeling 
information upon CA may be applied to improve not related to marketing and finance issues. 
Customers often mentions various aspects of companies’ operational activities, such as logistics 
(e.g., time and quality of delivery, cost of delivery); IT infrastructure (e.g., stability of mobile app, 
relevance of content and response time of website); return policy (e.g., conditions for reclamations 
and refunds); consultants’ service (e.g., how difficult it is to find a consultant, how competent she 
is); customer support (e.g., politeness and usefulness of provided help). It appears to be hard to 
bound the area of possible applications – UGC from Internet may include all sorts of customers’ 
insights towards companies’ brands, products, prices, service and even more subtle aspects, such 
as perception of companies’ positioning and non-obvious competitive advantages.  
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1.3.7. Summary 
NLP is widely applied technique for analysis of unstructured textual data. Along with ML 
and DL algorithms, it allows specialists manipulating with BD and create efficient models for such 
tasks, as speech recognition, information retrieval, machine translation and text processing.   
SA is one of the fast-developing technologies of BD NLP, which allows studying customer 
attitude towards business entities (Pozzi, 2017). For example, it allows user to create a classifier 
(which is a machine-learning model concisely), train it with custom ready-to-update datasets and 
understand the intent behind text and returns a corresponding classification, complete with a 
confidence score. There are numerous research upon Sentiment Analysis in English (Chen & 
Zhang, 2014). At the same time, research on Sentiment Analysis in Russian is more focused on 
lexicon-related topics and is under researched in such tasks, as subjectivity and polarity 
classification (Chetviorkin & Loukachevitch, 2013). By identifying meaning and tonality of user-
generated content (my goal and expected managerial applications), it is possible to understand 
what managerial decisions related to some product’s or service’s aspect should be implemented.  
1.4. Research Gap 
Having conducted comprehensive literature review of Big Data, Social Networks and E-
Commerce, it was identified that proactive customer engagement and advanced digital marketing 
activities became crucial for success of E-Commerce company in age of Web 2.0 and Social 
Commerce. With the help of such technologies, as Natural Language Processing, Machine 
Learning and Sentiment Analysis, it is possible to get more comprehensive knowledge of customer 
needs and complaints.   
From the literature review, it was determined that there are plenty of studies referring to 
Sentiment Analysis in English language. Due to the fact of high sensitivity of language algorithms, 
it is not possible simply to apply model, trained for English language, to Russian language — as 
well as apply model, trained on legal texts, to Twitter’ short-text messages on the topic of 
electronic appliances. The lack of research on applicable to business needs Sentiment Analysis 
models in Russian language was identified. In addition, it was found that there are no studies on 
applications of polarity classification (a type of SA) for Russian E-Commerce companies. 
With regard of research gap, several research objectives were stated. Topic of Customer 
Attitude and its impact on E-Commerce companies’ marketing was reviewed and high importance 
of comprehensive understanding of CA was concluded. Topics of Big Data and Data Mining of 
User-Generated Content from Social Networking Sites were reviewed. Indispensability of Natural 
Language Processing for unstructured text analysis was identified. Fundamentals of Sentiment 
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Analysis were overviewed and such SA types, as subjectivity and polarity classification were 
found to be suitable tools to fulfill research goal. Final research goal is to build polarity 
classification of Russian language’ model (as accurate as possible in comparison to state-of-the art 
performance baselines), which allows assessing users’ attitude towards researched Russian E-
Commerce companies by analyzing UGC towards company on chosen SNS. To fulfill this goal, 
seven research questions were stated: 
 (RQ1) What type of polarity labeled data may be useful for manager in Russian E-
Commerce’ company?  
 (RQ2) Where to find relevant UGC and how to extract data upon Customer Attitude (which 
is needed to build polarity classification model) from it? 
 (RQ3) What are performance baselines for state-of-the-art polarity classification for 
Russian, English and multilingual models? 
 (RQ4) How accuracy of these polarity classification models is measured? 
 (RQ5) What are the most relevant polarity classification of Russian language’ models for 
current research goal? 
 (RQ6) How accurate are existing proprietary services of polarity classification of Russian 
language? 
 (RQ7) How to create tailored for researched companies’ polarity classification of Russian 
language’ model aimed on assessment of Customer Attitude in UGC from SNS? 
This research contributes to both theoretical and practical perspective. From practical 
perspective, if company (and its marketing specialists) has knowledge upon customers’ attitude 
towards company’s products, it can influence customer satisfaction level of its online community 
members (users of their products and services) and improve overall brand comprehension through 
fine-grained targeting, customized positioning and enhancing digital activities. In addition, the 
thesis is country specific since from theoretical part, because SA of Russian language is 
researched, and from practical perspective, since the final SA model is tailored to specifics of 
Russian E-Commerce companies. 
1.5. Summary of Chapter 1 
Main project goal is to build polarity classification of Russian language’ model (as accurate 
as possible in comparison to state-of-the art performance baselines), which allows assessing users’ 
attitude towards researched Russian E-Commerce companies by analyzing UGC towards company 
on chosen SNS.. The reason behind choosing this goal was originally based on discovered research 
gap — the lack of empirical studies upon applications of polarity classification of Russian 
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language for E-Commerce companies. The unique and innovative part of our empirical research 
is in comparative study of polarity classification of Russian language’ models and ongoing step-
by-step creation of country-specific and tailored to researched companies’ specifics polarity 
classification model, trained on massive amount of unstructured textual data on CA. 
 
Figure 8. Theoretical framework of master thesis 
To meet stated research objectives, theory on Customer Attitude and how it affects 
consumers’ desire to purchase specific E-Commerce products and services, along with is ongoing 
influence on companies’ financial and product KPIs was researched. Secondly, Big Data and Data 
Mining as efficient approaches to CA extraction and analysis were reviewed. This part included 
overview of Big Data analytics, including its distinctive characteristics, stages of data mining and 
data analysis processes as well as common tools and techniques for extraction BD from SNS. 
Finally, Natural Language Processing as efficient tool to work with unstructured data and 
Sentiment Analysis as a part of NLP specialized in work with textual opinionated data were 
analyzed. Topic modeling and polarity classification as SA tasks aimed on extraction of aspects 
and their sentiment evaluation were reviewed. Value of SA for commercial companies was 
overviewed.   
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CHAPTER 2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
Second chapter is concentrated on creation of research strategy. This chapter consists of 5 
key parts — research strategy design itself, business understanding, data understanding along with 
the process of data preparation, modelling stage and evaluation stage. Through obtaining business 
and data understanding, business goals, input and output are formulated. During the process of 
business understanding, RQ1 upon relevant and useful for managers’ data output is answered. 
During data understanding stage, RQ2 upon suitable sources of relevant UGC is answered. On the 
stage of modelling, existing state-of-the-art polarity classification’ models (with usage of lexicon 
and without it) are reviewed and compared in terms of their performance efficiency to answer 
RQ3. Suitable for research goal accuracy measurement is identified in order to answer RQ4. In 
addition, criteria to choose suitable for research goal model are presented in order to answer RQ5. 
Finally, all the data is prepared and model is chosen to answer RQ6 and RQ7 in empirical part of 
research in chapter 3. All research questions to be answered are presented on Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9. Research Questions to be answered in chapter 2 
2.1. Research Design 
Final research goal is to create polarity classification model, which helps managers of E-
Commerce companies to get additional knowledge upon Customers’ Attitudes towards their 
brands, products and services. While performing this goal, the research gap settled before is 
fulfilled. To be able to fulfill research questions, comprehensive understanding of researched E-
Commerce companies, Russian segment of SNS, empirical studies upon state-of-the-art polarity 
classification models and approaches to its accuracy measurement is obtained.    
Empirical research design is based upon CRISP-DM data mining methodology and consists 
of six main stages (Chapman et al., 1999): 
1. Business understanding 
a. Determine business objectives — analyze company and formulate business 
goal 
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b. Determine data mining goals — shape desired and reachable input/output 
2. Data understanding 
a. Collect initial data — pick suitable source beforehand  
b. Describe data – do descriptive statistics    
c. Explore data – identify needed data points 
d. Verify data quality — prove if data and source are proper   
3. Data preparation 
a. Select necessary data 
b. Clean data 
c. Construct data 
d. Format data 
4. Modelling 
a. Select modeling technique — compare state-of-the-art models 
b. Generate test design – state inputs and outputs    
c. Build model – build based on theoretical and data review initial models  
d. Assess model — compare with each other and with existing services 
5. Evaluation 
a. Evaluate results — choose right accuracy measurements 
b. Review process – return to previous steps if needed 
6. Deployment 
a. Deploy model 
b. Produce final conclusions 
Steps and goals for all the stages are briefly described at first. Then, all the stages are 
explained more thoroughly, with the first three stages (business understanding, data understanding 
and data preparation) being completely done in chapter 2 and last three stages (modeling, 
evaluation and deployment) being iteratively performed during empirical research in chapter 3. 
Empirical research design is schematically presented in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Research design structure  
(Source: Chapman et al., 1999) 
2.1.1. Business understanding 
The first step in data mining process is to obtain business understanding. Goal of this stage 
is to overview researched companies (including products and services they provide, competitors’ 
activities, their social media presence and digital marketing activities). In addition, it is important 
to identify specifics of Russian E-Commerce, which may influence analysis of data, accuracy of 
the model or further business applications. In order to fulfill this stage exploratory type of research 
(with elements of both qualitative and quantitative exploration) is used. Method — analysis of 
secondary public data, such as results of market and competitors’ analysis, official information 
from companies’ websites, industry experts opinions and data from companies’ forums.  
The next crucial step is to determine data mining goals. First, to have an initial look at 
amount and type of input data needed to fulfill our research questions. Due to the specifics of 
stated research questions, we will work with textual data and focus on its semantics (words, digits, 
emoticons) and sentiments (attitude / emotional vector behind semantics). In general, massive 
amounts of user-generated textual data referring to chosen step earlier companies is needed. In 
addition, this data should be Time Series (historical data will be needed to train machine learning 
SA models) and include opinionated data (since we are interested in sentiment, there is no need in 
factual data). There are several criteria for selection of data sources. First, a data source should 
include respective to abovementioned requirements data. Second, it should be possible for a third 
party to get an access and pull needed data (e.g. existence of any API or openness to crawlers is 
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critical) in convertible format (.json or .csv or .xml). Finally, we defined the desired final output 
of the thesis as a verified polarity classification model, which allows assessing users’ attitude 
towards specific topics and is capable to produce output in format ‘Topic — Sentiment’.  
2.1.2. Data understanding  
On the stage of data collection, it is necessary to obtain access to desired data at the first 
place. Then, since there is already initial data understanding, next step is to design the database 
(create SQL / NoSQL database where extracted data will be warehoused). Finally, to build a 
pipeline to extract and save the data to DB.  
There will be two types of data needed to be collected — training and testing data. Each of 
them is initially described (amount of data points, # of unique variables, extractable features) and 
explored (search for the most suitable data for research purposes). Then, verification of data quality 
(with regard to data requirements) is performed. 
2.1.3. Data preparation 
Third stage — data preparation — is focused on selection and preprocessing of relevant 
for research purposes data. The stage of data preprocessing may be separated into three steps — 
standard handling, general text preprocessing and source-specific handling procedures. In this 
case, it includes one additional unconventional step — subjectivity classification procedure. 
Standard handling includes: 
 Looking for non-relevant data — manual review to identify extra filter criteria, 
translate non-Russian elements, delete company-shared data;  
 Preprocessing dataset — check for missing values, delete duplicates, manipulate labels 
and transform data to needed formats for further processing.  
General text preprocessing includes (not all of these procedures are obligatory / 
unescapable): 
 Tokenization — split sentences and words in the body of text; 
 Stop-word removal — filter out useless (in terms of sentiment classification) words;  
 Stemming — normalize words via stems extraction; 
 Part-of-Speech tagging — label words by part of speech;  
 Chunking — group nouns with the related words; 
 Chinking — manipulate chunks; 
 Named Entity Recognition (NER) — pull entities within text automatically; 
 Lemmatization — find another word forms. 
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Source-specific feature selection and handling procedures are optional (decision upon their 
application depends on research complexity) and include:  
 Removal of urls; 
 Removal of user mentions;  
 Substitution/detection of hashtags;  
 Substitution/detection of emoticons;  
 Spelling correction;  
 Abbreviation lookup;  
 Elongation normalization;  
 Punctuation removal; 
 Detection of amplifiers and diminishers;  
 Negation scope detection and handling;  
 Capitalization handling.  
Appropriate NLP tools, such as POS and NER taggers, syntactic parsers, lemmatizers, 
tokenizers, etc., to be used for that. The scope of applicable procedures is defined by modelling 
type. Subjectivity classification procedure is described in paragraph 2.4. As a main result of these 
operations, data for each part of modelling stage would be cleaned and ready-to-be-modeled.  
2.1.4. Modelling 
Since our goal is to create maximally accurate model, this part starts with detailed review 
of SA models — outcomes of various empirical researches in Russian and English languages are 
analyzed and described models’ performance levels are compared. In addition, in the empirical 
part, performance levels of existing SA services are analyzed and compared with researched 
models. After comparative analysis of various models, the criteria to choose the most suitable for 
research purposes model are formulated.     
2.1.5. Evaluation 
During the stage of evaluation, research question RQ7 is answered. Practically speaking, 
first step on this stage is creation of a framework to check accuracy and robustness of results 
produced by models — use manual verification for dictionary-based SA model and cross-
validation (k-fold or Monte-Carlo) for ML and DL models. Then, compare them to some existing 
services in terms of its accuracy (with Precision, Recall and F1-score as metrics). For final model 
only, feedback loop with ‘Modeling’ stage is built, which allows iteratively improving hybrid 
model to the needed performance level or industry specifics. 
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2.1.6. Deployment 
Deploy the most efficient model and analyze collected data with its help. Deployed model 
has several managerial applications — provide companies with initial insights upon how users 
interact with brand online (e.g., the most mentioned/discussed topics related to companies), give 
insights on users’ attitude (e.g., topics and their polarity). It is also possible to extend the model’s 
functionality and perform quantitative analysis of Opinion data (geographies, spatial data, user’ 
characteristics). 
2.2. Business understanding 
For research purposes, five Russian E-Commerce companies (Wildberries, Citilink, 
M.Video, Lamoda, Sportmaster) were picked. All of them are ranked within Top-20 of largest 
Russian E-Commerce companies. Quick overview of these companies: 
1. LLC Wildberries is the largest E-Commerce company in Russia. It specialized in fashion 
clothes — apparel, shoes and accessories — and works with numerous world-known brands (Nike, 
Boss, Topshop, etc.). It has 1154 self-discharge points in more than 100 cities across Russia. Its 
sales volume equals 63.8 bln rubles with Average Order Value (AOV) of 1.600 rubles in 2017 
(Data Insight, 2017). It has online shop and is presented at such SNS, as vk.com (community with 
405.000 subscribers), twitter.com (page with 4.300 followers), Instagram (page with 122.000 
followers) and facebook.com (page with 84.000 subscribers). One of specific features of the shop 
is that it allows its suppliers to sell clothes directly via personal account on wildberries.ru.    
2. LLC Citilink is 2nd largest E-Commerce company in Russia. It specializes in electronic 
appliances — laptops, PCs, smartphones — and works with numerous world-known brands 
(Apple, Samsung, Microsoft, etc.). It has 50 points-of-sales and 470 self-discharge points in 320 
cities across Russia. Its sales volume equals 55.2 bln rubles with AOV of 10.620 rubles in 2017 
(Data Insight, 2017). It has corporate website, online shop and is presented at such SNS, as vk.com 
(community with 169.000 subscribers), Instagram (page with 3.200 followers) and facebook.com 
(page with 10.000 subscribers). 
3. PJSC M.Video is 4th largest E-Commerce company is Russia. It specializes in electronic 
appliances — laptops, PCs, smartphones — and works with numerous world-known brands 
(Apple, Samsung, Microsoft, etc.). It has 424 points-of-sales in 169 cities across Russia. Its sales 
volume equals 36.7 bln rubles with AOV of 10.280 rubles in 2017 (Data Insight, 2017). It has 
corporate website, online shop and is presented at such SNS, as vk.com (community with 238.000 
subscribers), twitter.com (page with 20.000 followers) and facebook.com (page with 85.000 
subscribers). Current digital marketing activities include interaction with customers via SNS, 
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targeted advertising (in VK, YouTube) and context advertising. Recently, M.Video strengthened 
it positions through acquiring Eldorado (5th largest E-Commerce company in Russia before 
acquisition). Currently, there is one de-jure owner of those two companies, but companies decided 
to keep their brands and planned to have separate marketing and sales teams (Khabibrakhimov, 
2018). Company’s representatives mention that M.Video is oriented on further development of IT-
solutions, which will allow company growing online sales’ volume (AITC, 2017). 
4. Lamoda is 6th largest E-Commerce company in Russia. It is part of Global Fashion 
Group. It specializes in fashion clothes — apparel, shoes and accessories — and works with 
numerous world-known brands (Mango, Adidas, Gucci, etc.). It has about 500 self-discharge 
points in more than 150 cities across Russia. Its sales volume equals 23.6 bln rubles with AOV of 
5.860 rubles in 2017 (Data Insight, 2017). It has online shop and is presented at such SNS, as 
vk.com (community with 307.000 subscribers), twitter.com (page with 8.700 followers), 
Instagram (page with 231.000 followers) and facebook.com (page with 65.000 subscribers).   
5. Sportmaster is 17th largest E-Commerce company in Russia. It specializes in sport-
related equipment and apparel. It has more than 450 points-of-sales in more than 200 cities across 
Russia. Its sales volume equals 10.3 bln rubles with AOV of 7.990 rubles in 2017 (Data Insight, 
2017). It has online shop and is presented at such SNS, as vk.com (community with 393.000 
subscribers), twitter.com (page with 2.000 followers), Instagram (page with 112.000 followers) 
and facebook.com (page with 55.000 subscribers).   
There are several reasons why these companies were chosen. First, they are in Top-20 of 
Russian E-Commerce in terms of sales volume and specialized on electronic appliances (Data 
Insight, 2017). Second, all selected companies specialize on different types of products — apparel, 
sport equipment, electronic appliances. Third, selected companies have more subscribers within 
their online communities in SNS, as well as those subscribers act more actively in comparison to 
other companies within Top-20 biggest Russian E-Commerce companies. 
In addition, it is important to clarify that the object of our research are not exclusively 
mentions of researched companies itself, but also brands or products sold via companies’ 
platforms. This nuance is caused by the reason that E-Commerce companies tangible (and 
intangible) metrics are built upon products they sell. For example, if price for iPhone within 
M.Video is unreasonably higher than in Ulmart, customers will not be happy with this and both 
tangible (sales volume, revenue volume) and intangible (brand comprehension, customer 
satisfaction level) metrics will worsen.  
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Thus, initial business goal of empirical part of current research is set up — to get additional 
knowledge of Customers’ Attitudes towards various aspects of selected E-Commerce companies’ 
commerce activities (delivery, service, prices, quality, website, etc.) to make them more efficient. 
Moreover, additional possible actions may be based on results of current research: this one-time 
customers’ attitude mining may be automated, pipelined and integrated into process of marketing 
campaigns planning and tuning; for quick analysis performance, an independent service or 
platform may be built, deployed and used within different departments. 
2.3. Data understanding 
First step of this stage was to choose appropriate data source. Resources to get data from 
— online reviews from company’s online shop, VK, Twitter, Facebook. All these sources fit data 
selection criteria (acceptable and allow storing in proper format). Online reviews contain a lot of 
info purely about brands, though it may be a good extra source (due to its large volumes). VK does 
not fit due to specifics of VK communities and mechanics of interaction with UGC — M.Video 
community moderators see all the company-related UGC and can work with it within one page. 
Facebook is more a one-way (company-to-customer) interaction channel and amount of sentiment 
bearing content is close to zero.  
Twitter suits both data and source selection criteria. SA of data from Twitter is one of the 
topics, which is especially thoroughly researched in last years (Barbosa & Feng, 2010; Bifet et al., 
2011; Kouloumpis et al., 2011; O’Connor et al., 2010). Twitter is a microblog platform with 328 
million monthly active users worldwide (8 million monthly active users in Russia) and specifics, 
such as limitations in number of characters (140 characters max) within message (Statista, 2018). 
Due to specifics of chosen SNS, UGC contains a lot of spelling mistakes, acronyms, targets (@) 
and hashtags. 
There are two major ways users on Twitter interact with researched companies — via 
targeted communication (text has format ‘@M.Video __example-text__’ or ‘#мвидео__example-
text__’), or via indirect mentions (text has format ‘__example-text-мвидео-text’). While company 
representatives tend to react and handle targeted interaction, it completely does not respond to 
indirect mentions (0 replies for last 100 indirect mentions). This indicates a gap in knowledge 
about valuable customer attitude (its value is high due to the facts that Russians on Twitter tend to 
be radically honest about their opinions and emotions).  
After data source is selected, it is vital to understand what types of input and output are 
needed. All the input data consists of two parts — training data, which consists of lexicon (lexicon 
is the same thing as dictionary) for dictionary-based models, labeled text corpora for Subjectivity 
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Classification, labeled tweet corpora for supervised ML SA models and unlabeled text corpora for 
semi-supervised ML SA models, and testing data that is relevant to topic, real world and similar 
for all models (to avoid biases during evaluation and comparison).  
Several preparations for the stage of data collection step were made:  
 Twitter API’ keys and credentials were obtained – see (Appendix 1. Getting access to 
Twitter data); 
 Data formats were chosen and databases were designed – see (Appendix 2. NoSQL 
Cloudant database view); 
 Process of data collection was pipelined – see (Appendix 3. Node-Red data collection). 
Training data was collected at the first place. 
Lexicon for dictionary-based SA models (Russian words’ corpus): 
While there are several comprehensive wide-purpose Russian language lexicons 
(Yablonsky, 2003), there is still lack of Russian language domain-specific lexicons made 
specifically for SNS analysis with the most of lexicons being in closed access. Two different 
lexicons (seed and extended) were collected to be able to benchmark different corpora and avoid 
data overfitting in case of extended word corpus. 
Seed lexicon was comprised of one general-topic lexicon of labeled by experts’ emotional 
Russian language — Linis-Crowd (≈ 27.000 terms; polarity weights from -2 for strongly negative 
to +2 for strongly positive). Example of seed lexicon in (Appendix 4. Raw seed lexicon’ example). 
Extended word lexicon was comprised of abovementioned seed lexicon, then enriched with  
domain-specific lexicon (#Russian #E-Commerce #electronics), collected at the stage of data 
understanding, and in addition enriched by general-purpose Russian Sentiment Lexicon 
(RuSentiLex, 2017). There are numerous options aimed on enhancement of lexicon, though most 
of them are time-consuming — for example, it can be enriched by narrow-topic lexicon from 
Russian Wikipedia latest dump or by translated from English lexicons (e.g., ‘wordnet’). Example 
of extended lexicon in (Appendix 5. Raw extended lexicon’ example). 
Data for supervised Machine Learning SA models (marked up texts): 
For supervised ML SA models, text corpus with sentiment markup (from Linis-Crowd — 
do not confuse with identical name word lexicon used before) and general-purpose tweet corpus 
from SentiStrength collection with sentiment markup in amount of 19300 labeled texts were 
collected. For future researches, it is preferable to do sanity check with industry expert. Example 
of data for supervised training in (Appendix 6. Raw labeled text corpora). 
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Data for unsupervised Machine Learning SA models (unlabeled tweets): 
For unsupervised DL SA models, unlabeled text corpus was needed. It was possible to get 
this sample through one-time data request (2017-2018) via Twitter Historical PowerTrack API. 
However, request was rejected. Next attempt was to grab data through Twitter FireHose with trial 
access to ‘sentimentmetrics.com’. This request was rejected as well. It was decided to pick up 
some ready-to-go corpora. Text corpora of unlabeled tweets in .txt format and in amount of 340000 
rows was collected from MorphoRuEval competition (MorphoRuEval, 2017). Example of 
unsupervised training data in (Appendix 7. Raw unlabeled text corpora). 
Test tweet samples for researched companies: 
Real world relevant testing data was collected for the period of 1 January — 30 April 2018. 
Initially, it was planned to collect testing set through real-time data gathering via Twitter Streaming 
API in standard format .json. Since amount of companies increased after some changes in research 
process, test sample was collected with the help of Python script and library Twitter (PyPi, 2018). 
Test sample was collected in amount of 5143 tweets with indirect mentions of all researched 
companies (Appendix 8. Code for Testing tweets dataset collection). Initial raw sample included 
both subjective and objective data. Since data was collected from non-related to companies’ 
accounts pages, it represents a true sample of actual tweets in terms of language use and content 
(Agarwal, 2011). (Appendix 9. Raw testing tweet sample) 
To sum up, Table 1 contains different types of input and output that are used for this 
research. 
Table 1. Input/output data for polarity classification models 
Part of data Input Output 
Seed lexicon Unstructured text corpora Labeled text corpora 
Extended lexicon 
Unstructured text corpora + 
domain-specific and SNS 
corpora 
Labeled text corpora 
Subjectivity Classification 
Unstructured textual data 
(UGC) from SNS 
Pool of opinionated 
(subjective) tweets 
Lexicon-based models 
Pool of opinionated tweets + 
Seed & extended lexicons + 
Rules’ set 
Topic — Sentiment + Model 
Accuracy 
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Table 1 (continued). Input/output data for polarity classification models 
Part of data Input Output 
ML-based models 
Pool of opinionated 
(subjective) tweets + Labeled 
text corpora 
Topic — Sentiment + Model 
Accuracy 
DL-based models 
Pool of opinionated 
(subjective) tweets + 
Unlabeled text corpora 
Topic — Sentiment + Model 
Accuracy 
Finally, all the texts were collected and transformed to convenient for further work format 
of .csv and .xlsx documents. 
2.4. Data preparation 
The key point behind selection process was in interconnection of data preparation stage 
with modelling stage. Only after getting understanding about the fact of which model is to be built, 
it is reasonable to actually start selecting and preprocessing data. However, it is quite common 
situation, when desired model cannot be created due to the lack of necessary prepared data or its 
insufficient quality. That is the reason, why all possibly needed data was collected and prepared.  
For preprocessing tasks, Python programming language was used. In specifics, Python 
Pandas library was used to standard handling, while for general text processing and source-specific 
processing Python NLTK library (with such popular corpora as ‘brown’ and ‘wordnet’ initially 
installed) was used. NLTK library includes such tools, as tokenizers, POS and NER taggers, 
lemmatizers and stop-words collections, which makes it perfect for text processing.  
Lexicon for dictionary-based SA models (Russian words’ corpora): 
First step was to prepare seed lexicon through preprocessing raw Linis-Crowd lexicon. To 
perform standard handling were used following methods: duplicate deletion, label manipulation, 
transformation to DataFrame type. Since initial polarity was 5-way (-2 to +2), it was reduced to 2-
way polarity (0 to 1). Since we needed only word-sentiment pairs, no further data processing was 
required. Example of prepared seed lexicon in (Appendix 10. Prepared seed lexicon’ description). 
Second step was to prepare extended lexicon through enriching prepared Linis-Crowd 
lexicon with domain-specific lexicon and translated English lexicon. Generation of domain-
specific lexicon was partially performed using semi-automatic methods (e.g. bootstrapping). 
Translation of English lexicon was performed with the help of Google Translate bulk queries. To 
both domain-specific and translated lexicons the same standard handling procedures were applied. 
Example of prepared extended lexicon in (Appendix 11. Prepared extended lexicon’ description).  
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The quality of lexicons was assessed via comparing human text scores with the 
automatically obtained scores (in case of Linis-Crowd) or via manual verification.   
Data for supervised Machine Learning SA models (marked up texts): 
First step was to preprocess raw Linis-Crowd text corpus. To perform standard handling 
were used following methods: duplicate deletion, label manipulation, transformation to DataFrame 
type. Since this corpus would be used for further vectorization, it was additionally processed with 
tokenization and stemming. Example of prepared supervised training data in (Appendix 12. 
Prepared training dataset for supervised learning’ description).   
Data for unsupervised Machine Learning SA models (unlabeled tweets): 
Since during data collection, the preprocessed text corpora were chosen, only standard 
handling was needed. To perform standard handling were used following methods: duplicate 
deletion, label manipulation, transformation to DataFrame type. Example of prepared 
unsupervised training data in (Appendix 13. Prepared training dataset for unsupervised learning’ 
description).  
Test tweet samples for researched companies: 
Duplicated are removed. Redundant whitespaces are deleted. Text is lowercased. 
Punctuation was removed (including exclamation signs, because it goes out of the research scope). 
All Latin symbols are translated (e.g., ‘#M.Video’ translates to ‘мвидео’).  
Text was tokenized. Stop words were acquired from Python NLTK corpus and partially 
deleted. Emoticons were deleted (due to problems with Cyrillic encodings — no research handling 
this issue was found). Negation was handled (tag ‘NOT’ was added). URLs were removed. 
Hashtag words are added to tweet with hashtag symbol itself is deleted (Appendix 14. Prepared 
testing tweet dataset’ description). 
Data for Subjectivity Classification model: 
As it was mentioned in literature review, preliminary subjectivity classification will be 
performed to split our data to objective and subjective subparts. Subjectivity classification is a tool 
to extract opinionated tweets out of all gathered textual data. It helps to split data into opinionated 
and factual.  
In perfect situation, to perform SC automatically, large corpus of marked up (2-way 
markup, ‘Subjective’ — ‘Objective’) texts or tweets along with opinion lexicon are needed. This 
kind of data may be partially collected from Linis-Crowd (along with terms, it also is a collection 
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of marked up Russian texts) and enriched with Russian tweet corpus from conference ‘Dialogue-
2016’. In sum, training data corpus sufficient to train ML model for subjectivity classification may 
consist of 35000+ labeled tweets and texts in Russian language.  
Subjectivity classification was performed on preprocessed testing tweet sample to get pool 
of opinionated tweets needed for further research. In this research, due to the scope of research 
and size of testing sample, it was decided to perform subjectivity classification manually.  
However, in case of larger datasets to be analyzed or in case manager wants to pipeline the process 
and minimize amount of work performed by him, subjectivity classification should be made under 
following framework.  
Subjectivity classification is performed at sentence-level. To calibrate algorithm, it is 
important to remember, that the most appropriate for sentiment analysis is a pool of opinion-
bearing rather than simple set of subjective data. That is why after initial ‘subjective’ — ‘objective’ 
dataset’ split, additional extraction of opinions (along with opinion aspect and opinion holder) 
should be extracted.  
Subjectivity classification may be implemented with the help of abovementioned corpora 
and ML models, such as SVM, or be rule-based and apply different patterns for subjectivity 
identification. For example, (Kravchenko, 2012) built subjectivity classification model based on 
common patterns within Russian language with additional rule-based filtering and achieved 80% 
accuracy on dataset, comprised of earphones and cameras’ reviews. The main output — ‘Holder-
Opinion’ textual pair — is used in further sentiment classification. The framework for Subjectivity 
Classification is schematically explained in Figure 11.  
 
Figure 11. Subjectivity Classification generalized framework 
After subjectivity classification was performed, amount of opinionated and factual tweets 
was calculated, its results may be found in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Subjectivity classification results 
Company Overall tweets Subjective Percentage 
Wildberries 580 86 15% 
Citilink 118 47 40% 
M.Video 695 120 17% 
Lamoda 3126 227 7% 
Sportmaster 624 154 25% 
Large percent of tweets, made by Lamoda customers, contain only objective information, 
related to coupons, sales announcements and company-related news (new acquisitions or CEO-
related info). In addition to amount of collected subjective data (even on monthly basis), most of 
it is direct mentions of Lamoda handled by its customer service specialists. Those are reasons why 
in empirical part only four other companies are analyzed.    
2.5. Modelling 
On this stage, initial action is to select modeling technique for polarity classification of 
Russian language. For every approach (lexicon-based, ML-based and DL-based), current research 
upon every model and its components are reviewed. Different methods to calculate model 
performance and respective performance baselines are analyzed. In addition, due to specifics of 
desired output, topic modeling procedure is performed at the beginning of modeling step to extract 
opinionated topics from dataset. Finally, test design specifically for models with best performance 
is generated. This design was created with consideration of research specifics (Twitter as main 
data source; flexible and morphologically tricky Russian language). 
2.5.1. Topic modeling 
Classifying text at the document level or at the sentence level does not provide the 
necessary detail needed opinions on all aspects of the entity which is needed in many applications, 
to obtain these details; to fulfill this task aspect level analysis is needed. Aspect-level SA aims to 
classify the sentiment with respect to the specific aspects of entities (Medhat et al., 2014). The key 
idea of topic modeling is to extract important aspects out of sentences (or clauses of sentences). 
This extraction procedure may be based on different criteria — aspect selection based on POS 
tags, n-grams, or other features, represented in the form of bag-of-words matrix. This is why topic 
modeling process may be separated into two steps — collection of bag-of-words matrix (with the 
help of such tools as TF-IDF transformers) and topic modeling itself (with preselected topics and 
its number as variables — or without them). Because of topic modeling, several clusters of topics 
are extracted. 
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There are three specifics to the task of topic modelling in this research: there is no a priori 
knowledge upon aspects to be extracted, which makes it possible to use the same technique as 
applied by (Farhadloo et al., 2016); there is no need in calculation of aspect weights (the final 
output just to be in format ‘Topic — Sentiment’); there is no need in identification of tweet author. 
These are three reasons why Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is used as topic modelling 
algorithm. It is unsupervised probabilistic model and its main idea is to cluster different words on 
the basis of their sparsity in the analyzed sentences. Method to assess accuracy of topic modeling 
in current research is straightforward manual verification (and sanity check). 
2.5.2. Polarity classification modeling  
In general, there are several approaches to SA problems — with usage of lexicon and 
without it. Approach with usage of lexicon includes rule-based and dictionary-based models. 
Approach with not using lexicon rely on ML and DL techniques and may be split into supervised, 
semi-supervised and unsupervised. They are compared in Table 3: 
Table 3. Comparison of DM modelling methods 
Approach Classification Pros Cons 
Rule-based Supervised and 
unsupervised 
+No need in classifier 
creation and training 
-Accuracy depends 
strongly on rules 
-Noisy SNS data 
worsen model’s 
accuracy 
Dictionary-based Unsupervised +No need in classifier 
creation and training 
-Requires huge 
marked up text 
corpora 
-For competitive 
accuracy classifier 
still needed 
ML/DL-based Supervised, semi-
supervised and 
unsupervised 
+No lexicon needed 
+High accuracy 
-Domain-specific 
-Need to retrain for 
another sphere 
The fundamentals, basic terminology and important steps (such as feature selection, weight 
assignment and classifier selection and creation) needed to understand polarity classification 
process were reviewed before in chapter 1. Before initializing the process of models’ performance 
analysis, the processes for every type of models are briefly described. After that, performance 
levels of state-of-the-art models are analyzed. Criteria for choice of those models are presented in 
the beginning of each performance analysis section.   
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Lexicon-based SA models’ description 
First, dictionary-based models are described. This type of models usually are applied on 
sentence-level, not getting more granular. The key idea is to identify existing words (other POSs) 
and calculate their overall sentiment within sentence, which is the final output of model (‘Sentence 
— Sentiment’). Creation of dictionary-based model with different lexicons and unstructured 
textual test sample as key inputs is described in Figure 12 and includes next steps:  
 Lexicon generation, where training corpus is gathered. This corpus may consists of 
already existing corpora (every element of it must be marked up with some 
sentiment) or some lexicon pieces are specifically created and labeled with some 
sentiment. If vectored corpus is used, then features are selected on this stage.  
 Testing data collection and preparation. Selected features within testing data should 
correspond to lexicon features (if lexicon consists of labeled n-grams, then testing 
data should consists of to-be-labeled n-grams). 
 Final Evaluation. Testing data is evaluated, overall sentiments counted, accuracy 
results calculated. 
 
Figure 12. Dictionary-based SA model framework 
Second, rule-based models are described. This type of models usually are applied on 
sentence-level, not getting more granular. Rule-based approach is advanced dictionary-based 
approach. The key idea is to calculate overall sentiment within sentence, with regard to rules upon 
sentiment evaluation and labeled lexicon. Creation of rule-based model with different lexicons, 
rules upon sentiment evaluation and unstructured test sample as key inputs is described in Figure 
13 and includes next steps:  
 Lexicon generation, where training corpus and set of rules are gathered. Rules are 
usually applied on the stage of testing data preparation (some words are deleted, 
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some tags are added), but some rules correspond to the stage of final evaluation 
(several specific words in a row may lead to a different final sentiment). 
 Testing data preparation. The same as for dictionary-based models, but with regard 
to rules’ requirements.  
 Initial evaluation. Words within sentences are extracted and labeled accordingly to 
exploited lexicon. 
 Final evaluation. The same as for dictionary-based models, but with regard to rules’ 
requirements. In some cases, to apply rules to testing data, classifiers are trained 
(still, classifier are not necessary for rule-based model to function).    
 
Figure 13. Rule-based SA model framework 
Lexicon-based SA models’ performance analysis 
Overview of lexicon-based models’ performance in current research includes analysis of 
state-of-the-art research towards dictionary-based and rule-based models. Performance of both 
rule-based and dictionary-based polarity classification models depends on quality and relevance 
of lexicon in case of dictionary-based models and set of rules along with ML classifier in case of 
rule-based models. Since the overall accuracy of dictionary-based models depends heavily on 
lexicon relevance in relation to task performed, lexicon generation is relevant in scope of this work 
as long as it is related to Russian language or is applied to analysis of Twitter data. As it was 
mentioned before, only the most accurate models are analyzed. 
There are numerous researches upon collection and creation of general and domain-specific 
lexicons along with evaluation of its accuracy in both Russian and English languages. Numerous 
studies focused on creation of lexicons may be found. (Saif et al., 2016) proposed a model capable 
of updating words’ sentiments based on their context (named SentiCircle) and tested it on Stanford 
Twitter Set (STS). The final setup consisted of SentiCircle + SentiWordNet lexicon. Macro F-
measure of 85,45% for STS was achieved. (Keshavarz & Abadeh, 2017) described state-of-the-art 
approach to lexicon generation (named ‘adaptive lexicon learning by genetic algorithm (ALGA)’) 
and tested it on several popular pre-labeled datasets in English language, including STS and 
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Sanders (collected on #apple, #microsoft and #google tweets). The final setup consisted of ALGA 
+ n-gram features. Macro F-measures of 84,24% for STS and 85,2% for Sanders were achieved. 
(Deng et al., 2017) suggested model based on method, which allows adapting existing sentiment 
lexicons for domain- or language-specific sentiment classification. This model was tested on 
corpus of tweets mentioning S&P 500 companies on Twitter. The final setup consisted of 
Combined4_ARVN lexicon and final result was calculated via straightforward lexicon scoring 
approach. Macro F-measure of 80,31% for business tweet set was achieved. (Balahur & Perea-
Ortega, 2015) created multilingual dictionary-based polarity classification model and tested it on 
English and Spanish tweets. Several approaches to training data preparation were compared (slang 
replacements, punctuation mark-up, usage of domain dictionaries). The final setup consisted of 
bigram features and SVM as classifier with no slang replacements and usage of domain lexicon. 
Macro F-measure of 69% was achieved. 
Rule-based models are less popular and in many cases are more complex. (Karpov et al., 
2016) used set of rules only for data preparation stage and did not use any classifier on the stage 
of final evaluation. Model testing was performed on Russian language text corpora upon banks 
and telecom industry’ reviews. The final setup consisted of word2vec-based features + set of 
domain rules and final result was calculated via straightforward lexicon scoring approach. Macro 
F-measures of 49% for telecom industry tweets and 45,9% for banking industry tweets were 
achieved. Sudden decrease in accuracy (comparing to dictionary-based methods) shows low level 
of development of feature selection tools and dictionaries for Russian language’ richness. For 
polarity classification of the same telecom industry tweets, (Vasilyev et al., 2016) built model upon 
fragments rules’ set. During the test, different ML classifiers were compared in terms of accuracy. 
The most accurate setup consisted from fragment rules model + SVM classifier. Macro F-measure 
of 35,3% was achieved.             
Machine Learning and Deep Learning SA models’ description 
This type of models may be applied on sentence-level, but to get more precise results, it is 
recommended to apply more fine-granular target, such as clauses of sentence. The main 
differentiator of these models is the availability of ‘teacher’ — (automatically or manually) marked 
up training data. While supervised learning require the availability of a huge labeled relevant to 
domain corpora, unsupervised learning is working with smaller and general training corpora. First, 
supervised ML and DL models are described. The key idea is to build vector representation of 
words from the test sample, assign weights and train classifier on labeled training datasets (they 
may be general, but usually the more domain-specific they are — higher the final accuracy is). 
The main drawback of these models is in necessity of human efforts to label the training data by 
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assigning proper weights to thousands (or even millions) of words. Creation of ML-based model 
with labeled training data and opinionated test sample as key inputs is described in Figure 14 and 
includes next steps:    
 Training data preparation. Selected features within testing data should correspond 
to lexicon features (if lexicon consists of labeled n-grams, then testing data should 
consists of to-be-labeled n-grams); 
 Testing data preparation. The same as for dictionary-based models; 
 Feature selection. It may be tedious to perform feature selection from scratch. 
However, there are several prepared labeled vector collections, such as Russian 
Distributional Thesaurus and RusVectores (Rusvectores, 2018) word embedding’ 
libraries, as well as tools to translate them into proper training data, such as 
word2vec and doc2vec; 
 Weight assignment. Since supervised learning use labeled training data, to each 
vector corresponding value is assigned; 
 Classifier choice and training. It is the same as in ML NLP — probabilistic 
classifiers (Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy) or linear classifiers (SVM, Linear 
Classifier) may be used; 
 Initial evaluation. Initial model testing and scoring; 
 Model improvement. Through iterations and changes for every step of modeling 
process (feature selection, weight assignment, classifier training), the model is 
made more precise); 
 Final evaluation. Testing data is evaluated, accuracy results calculated. 
 
Figure 14. Supervised ML/DL-based SA model framework 
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Second, unsupervised ML- and DL-based models are described. The main difference 
between supervised and unsupervised models is in approach to feed the machine with training 
data. ML-based models use preprocessed and manually verified data with explicit labeling of 
inputs provided and outputs related to those inputs. If it is classification task, then all the inputs 
would relate to one or another class, and the output is strictly framed — it is relation to some class. 
In case of unsupervised learning, there is no previous knowledge about inputs and outputs, as well 
as no labeled data. That is why the most suitable for unsupervised text analysis task is clustering. 
For example, described above word2vec and doc2vec tools are based on this principle. For DL-
based models, it is important to choose correct number of epochs, since overtraining lead to worse 
results during testing. The process of unsupervised ML/DL-based models differs at the early 
stages, with later stages being quite similar. It is described in Figure 15 and includes next steps: 
 Training data preparation. Unlabeled training data, which may be enriched later 
with features or based on some lexicon corpora values; 
 Testing data preparation. The same as for dictionary-based models; 
 Feature selection. It may be tedious to perform feature selection from scratch. 
However, there are several prepared labeled vector collections, such as Russian 
Distributional Thesaurus and RusVectores (Rusvectores, 2018) word embedding’ 
libraries, as well as tools to translate them into proper training data, such as 
word2vec and doc2vec; 
 Classifier choice and training. The same as in DL NLP classifiers (Recurrent Neural 
Networks with LSTM or GRU network as a basis; Convolutional Neural Networks) 
may be used; 
 Initial evaluation. Initial model testing and scoring; 
 Model improvement. The same as for ML-based models; 
 Final evaluation. The same as for ML-based models. 
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Figure 15. Unsupervised ML/DL-based SA model framework 
Machine Learning and Deep Learning SA models’ performance analysis 
In recent studies, use of ML and DL showed highest results in terms of model accuracy 
while applied for SA of English language comparing to pure lexicon-based models. Performance 
of ML and DL based models depends on several factors — quality of training data, efficiency of 
chosen feature selection method, accuracy of weight assignment and accuracy of classifier. 
Especially popular in research (in English, Russian and multilingual studies) are ML-based 
models. (Vilares et al., 2017) created multilingual sentiment analysis model (capable of automatic 
subjectivity and language detection) and tested it on set of tweets in English and Spanish. Different 
approaches to bag-of-words feature selection were compared during the experiments — words as 
features (W), lemmas as features, psychometric properties (P) as features and POS tags (T) as 
features. The final setup consisted of selected features and linear classifier. Macro F-measure of 
69% for combined usage of W, P and T features was achieved. (Rubtsova, 2017) implied ML-
based model for analysis of Russian language short texts (online reviews). During research, several 
methods of feature selection and approaches to collect training data were compared. It was proved 
that word2vec is the best solution to select features and assign weights in regard to short-text 
classification tasks. The final setup consisted from word2vec as feature selector and SVM 
classifier. Macro F-measure of 72% was achieved. (Loukachevitch & Rubtsova, 2016) performed 
overview of applications of ML-based models used for sentiment analysis on SentiRuEval-2016 
competition. Testing data was combined from tweets in Russian language upon telecom and 
banking industries. One of the best runs showed the model, which consisted from n-grams features 
+ SVM classifier. Macro F-measure of 54,9% for telecom industry and 52,5% for banking 
industry. Again, even with usage of lexicon-independent ML classifiers, decrease in accuracy 
between models for English and Russian is undeniable. In addition, such difference is caused by 
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specifics of UGC — tweets with numerous abbreviations, specific slang and misspellings. This is 
the main reason why only models, applied in current studies for analysis of Twitter messages in 
Russian language, participate in comparison for the best performance of theoretical models below.  
Overview of DL models’ performance in current research usually touches upon 
applications of Forward Neural Networks, Convolutional Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural 
Networks. (Arkhipenko et al., 2016) studied performance of RNN as classifiers. During research, 
different configurations of RNN, such as LSTM and GRU were compared. Testing data was 
combined from tweets in Russian language upon telecom and banking industries, used by many 
researchers during SentiRuEval-2016. The best run showed GRU network based solution with 
reversed sequences. Macro F-measure of 55,9% for telecom industry and 55,1% for banking 
industry were achieved. (Karpov et al., 2016) studied performance of CNN. The final setup of his 
work consisted of POS-tagged training set and CNN (trained for 40 epochs with stochastic gradient 
descent). Macro F-measure of 52,6% for telecom industry and 53,6% for banking industry were 
achieved. From previously mentioned research by (Loukachevitch & Rubtsova, 2016), there is one 
described DL-based model, which outperformed all other models at SentiRuEval-2016. This 
model was based upon LSTM variation of RNN classifier and tested on Russian language tweets’ 
datasets. The final setup consisted of words2vec feature (trained on external collection of Russian 
language tweets and online reviews) and RNN classifier. Macro F-measure of 56% for telecom 
industry and 55,2% for banking industry were achieved. (Smirnova & Shishkov, 2016) tested RNN 
as classifier on Russian language tweets’ dataset. The final setup consisted of two linked RNNs. 
Macro F-measure of 69% was achieved.  
In addition, researchers tend to use both baseline ML and DL models and their ensembles. 
Ensemble model denotes hybrid model, which combines elements from both lexicon-based models 
and ML/DL-based models. Several examples of such approach with Russian language and/or 
Twitter (short-size) data showed quite high accuracy (not all them, though). In (Arkhipenko et al., 
2016) along with basic RNN models, ensemble model of RNN and CNN was created. Macro F-
measure of 54% for telecom industry and 53,5% for banking industry were achieved. In addition 
to RNN deployment, (Smirnova & Shishkov, 2016) also tested ensemble of CNN and RNN with 
training dataset and testing sample of not related to business pool of tweets. Macro F-measure of 
71% was achieved (2% higher than straight RNN model F-measure).   
Out of analyzed models, it was necessary to choose the most efficient ones for further 
empirical research. There were several performance criteria, which were exploited to choose the 
final model, such as: 
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1. High F-measure — since it is the main metric for final model evaluation;  
2. Suitability for Russian language — due to specifics of Russian language, some 
models may a priori have less accuracy. As a prove for this fact, during models’ 
overview severe performance gaps between models for English and models for 
Russian were identified — to avoid these gaps, tested for Russian language models 
were given higher priority; 
3. Suitability for Twitter textual data’ specifics — paralinguistic content, large 
amount of slang, common misspellings to be handled;   
4. Availability of training data — in some cases it is not feasible to obtain some sort 
of necessary data for Russian language — or it is too small to train classifier. 
Considering all these criteria, it was decided to pick those models, which showed the 
highest accuracy while being tested on Russian language tweets. In addition, it should be possible 
to collect sufficient amount of training data for those models.    
To sum up, the best performance results for different types of models, applied to twitter 
data in Russian language for business-related datasets, are listed in Table 4: 
Table 4. Theoretical models’ best performance 
Approach Feature Selector Model classifier Macro F-measure 
Rule-based word2vec Lexicon scoring 0,49 
ML-based n-gram SVM 0,55 
DL-based word2vec RNN 0,56 
Ensembles word2vec RNN+CNN 0,54 
Stages 4 and 5 of data mining process are interconnected and, in the scenario of final model, 
looped and repeatable. For the ongoing modeling, only opinionated data will be used. Second step 
on the stage of the modelling is polarity classification itself — it is performed in empirical part of 
research with ML- and DL-based models only.   
2.6. Evaluation 
For every modeling approach and modelling step, there are specific metrics on accuracy 
measurement. However, for every type of models, it is necessary to state number of polarity classes 
(flat or 2-way — hierarchical or 3-way — ordinal regression or k-way) to be identified. Along 
with development of NLP, polarity classes move from classification (flat and hierarchical for 
lexicon-based) to ordinal regression (ML-based). Nevertheless, the choice of the number of 
polarity classes defines final model accuracy in first place — no matter if it is lexicon-based or 
not. It is logical that if number of classes is lower — ceteris paribus — the accuracy is higher. This 
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tendency may be observed in numerous researches and competitions, for example, during ROMIP-
2012 all the models with 2-way polarity showed higher performance (Chetviorkin & 
Loukachevitch, 2013). Considering the lack of need in achieving ordinal numerical sentiment 
result, 2-way polarity scale (‘positive’ — ‘negative’) is used in current research. In addition, key 
metrics for each type of polarity classification models are described:   
Lexicon-based SA models’ accuracy 
 Accuracy range: 0.00 (min) - 1.00 (max); 
 Data (Lexicon and testing) accuracy evaluation procedure: manual verification 
(human polarity scores vs. automatically obtained scores); 
 Overall model accuracy basis: training data (incl. lexicon) accuracy. 
Machine Learning and Deep Learning SA models’ accuracy  
 Accuracy range: 0.00 (min) - 1.00 (max); 
 Data (training and testing) Accuracy evaluation procedure: k-fold cross-validation 
(split on validation and testing set); 
 Overall model accuracy: feature selection accuracy + classifier accuracy. 
To calculate overall model accuracy, several techniques are used. Since the choice of 
technique affects final accuracy interpretation, it is important to choose proper one. The choice 
depends mainly on specifics of testing dataset to be evaluated. If testing sample is balanced 
(amount of negative and positive pieces of data is roughly equal), then ROC-AUC (Receiver-
Operating-Characteristic Area under Curve) is applied. In case of class imbalance (applicable to 
current research), PR AUC (Precision-Recall Area under Curve) is applied. In addition, this 
technique suits binary classification tasks and is widely applied for similar SA tasks in NLP and 
ML communities (Sokolova & Lapalme, 2009).  
The final numerical metric of PR AUC is Dice coefficient, a.k.a. F1-score. It helps to 
identify relations between dataset’s positively labels and classifiers’ produced labels. To calculate 
it, values of Precision and Recall are needed. All of them are based on various ratios of True 
Positive (Tp), True Negative (Tn), False Positive (Fp) and False Negative (Fn) results (together 
forming 2x2 confusion matrix). In addition, simple Accuracy metric may be useful to get quick 
understanding of how efficient classifier is. Here is what these metrics show: 
 Accuracy shows overall effectiveness of applied classifier. Formula of accuracy in 
Figure 16: 
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑛
𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑛 + 𝐹𝑝 + 𝐹𝑛
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Figure 16. Accuracy calculation formula 
 Precision is the measure of result relevancy (the percentage of correctly labeled 
input data). Precision of Tp is defined as the number of True Positives over the sum 
of True Positives and False Positives. Formula of precision in Figure 17: 
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑝
𝑇𝑝 + 𝐹𝑝
 
Figure 17. Precision calculation formula 
 Recall is the measure of how many truly relevant results are returned (the 
percentage of correctly identified labeled input data). Recall of Tp is defined as 
the number of True Positives, over the sum of True Positives and False Negatives. 
Formula of recall in Figure 18: 
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑝
𝑇𝑝 + 𝐹𝑛
 
 
Figure 18. Recall calculation formula 
 The F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, and is the most common 
metric for evaluation of ML and DL classifiers. Formula of F-measure in Figure 
19: 
𝐹1𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 
Figure 19. F1-score calculation formula 
F1-score may be calculated in different ways. One of them is micro F-measure (calculates 
metrics for each label and find their unweighted mean) and second is macro F-measure (calculates 
metrics globally and is applicable in case of 2-way polarity classification formula, which is 
described above). The choice of F1-score type to be applied depends on various factors — number 
of labels within classification task (two labels — ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ — in current research), 
how unbalanced testing data is (data skewness towards ‘negative’ label in current research). In 
modeling    
With the help of these metrics, the accuracies of existing services and created models are 
calculated and compared during empirical research.  
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2.7. Summary of chapter 2 
Research strategy was designed with accordance to best industry practices. CRISP-DM 
model was chosen as DM technique. Business understanding upon Russian E-Commerce 
companies Wildberries, Citilink, M.Video, Lamoda and Sportmaster (its offline and digital 
activities, its priorities, needs and goals) was obtained (RQ1 was answered). Data understanding 
of UGC from Twitter (RQ2 — the best choice of data source for current research) was obtained. 
Data is collected and prepared for modeling and evaluation stages. During the process of data 
preparation, it was found out that tweet set for Lamoda on 90+% consists of factual data (coupons 
sharing and news about company). Only four companies – Wildberries, Citilink, M.Video and 
Sportmaster – to be analyzed in empirical part. Polarity classification modeling process is 
schematically explained in Figure 20.  
 
Figure 20. Polarity classification modelling process 
Current studies upon dictionary-based and ML/DL-based models of different 
configurations and their performance baselines were analyzed (RQ3 was answered). Evaluation 
criteria for each type of models applicable to research purposes were described (RQ4 was 
answered). The criteria to choose the most relevant model were stated (RQ5 was answered) and 
final modelling process was shaped.  
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CHAPTER 3. POLARITY CLASSIFICATION MODELING  
Third chapter is concentrated on late stages of modeling, evaluation and deployment of SA 
model. In previous chapter, training and testing datasets were collected and prepared. In addition, 
polarity classification models with highest performance baselines were analyzed and the most 
relevant to research purposes (with regard of such criteria, as researched language and specifics of 
testing dataset) models were selected. To answer RQ6, these preselected models are built and 
iteratively improved, until they are superior to existing services for polarity classification of 
Russian language. Finally, applications (RQ7) for these models are identified and described. 
Empirical research framework presented in Figure 21.  
 
Figure 21. Empirical research framework 
3.1. Initial model creation 
Considering type of output desired model should provide manager with (RQ1), model will 
be enriched with topic modelling functionality. The expected output of the whole model is ‘topic-
sentiment’ pair for every piece in testing tweet corpus. Several based on theoretical review of 
existing polarity classification research’ propositions were made: 
1. LDA modeling algorithm is the most suitable for aspect extraction from small 
datasets with no a priori knowledge upon aspects within dataset (Farhadloo, 2016); 
2. Amount and quality of collected training data (19300 entries from Linis-Crowd 
and RuSentiLex) are sufficient to get F1-score of 50+% for ML-based models on 
testing tweet dataset (Loukachevitch & Rubtsova, 2016); 
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3. Amount and quality of collected vector base (30000000 vectors) is sufficient to get 
F1-score of 50+% for ML-based models on testing tweet dataset (Arkhipenko, 
2016); 
4. word2vec is the most suitable feature selector for short-text classification tasks 
(Karpov, 2016; Rubtsova, 2017); 
5. Support Vector Machines is the most suitable classifier for polarity classification 
of Russian language (Loukachevitch & Rubtsova, 2016); 
6. F1-score of polarity classification model will exceed F1-score of existing polarity 
classification services (due to strong impact of Russian language and Twitter 
specifics). 
With these propositions in mind, initial models (both topic modeling and polarity 
classification) were created and tested. 
3.1.1. Topic modelling 
Initial simplified LDA model was built with the help of Python script and several Python 
libraries, such as gensim (gensim, 2018) and scikit-learn (scikit-learn, 2018). Testing datasets for 
each companies were additionally processed with POS-tagger and only nouns were selected for 
topic modeling procedure. Features for testing datasets were extracted with TF-IDF tool and those 
features were analyzed with LDA model. Code for Initial topic modeling may be seen in 
(Appendix 15. Code for Initial LDA model). Following topics for every company were 
automatically extracted (see Table 5). 
Table 5. Automatically extracted aspects for researched companies in initial model 
Company Aspects 
Wildberries ‘Coupons’, ‘Shoes’, ‘Accessories’ 
Citilink ‘Service’, ‘YouTube’, ‘Guarantees’ 
M.Video ‘Delivery’, ‘iPhone’, ‘Advertising’ 
Sportmaster ‘Bonuses’, ‘Bicycle’, ‘Buying’ 
Those are initial aspects, which are used in initial polarity classification model’ creation. 
On the next step of initial model’ creation, to each of these topics some polarity value (‘Positive’ 
or ‘Negative’) is assigned.    
3.1.2. Creation of initial polarity classification models 
Going along with standard SA modelling process, the first step is to select features. 
Word2vec and n-gram are used as feature selectors (to test if word2vec increase accuracy in 
comparison to non-DL feature selectors), due to their high accuracy demonstrated in research by 
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(Arkhipenko, 2016), (Karpov, 2016) and (Rubtsova, 2017). For word2vec, standard library of 
vectors with 30mln vectors was initially used. For n-grams, Google N-Grams in Russian (20mln 
items) were used.  
Second step is to assign weights. In case of word2vec, this step was performed 
automatically on the stage of feature selection. In case of n-gram, values were assigned with the 
help of SentiWordNet, which has small library of sentiment-labeled Russian words, and partially 
manually (due to specifics of Twitter paralinguistic content).   
Third step is to build classifier. Two most accurate in theory classifiers were tested — 
Support Vector Machines and Recurrent Neural Networks. Training data for supervised (19300 
labeled tweets) and unsupervised (30000 unlabeled texts) learning was used respectively. 
Table 6 presents initial performance levels of different variations of supervised ML-based 
and unsupervised DL-based polarity classification of Russian language’ models on testing tweet 
test (comprised of all researched companies’ tweets). 
Table 6. Initial polarity classification models’ accuracies 
Feature + Weight Model Precision Recall F1-score 
n-gram SVM 0,31 0,38 0,34 
word2vec SVM 0,37 0,51 0,43 
word2vec RNN 0,33 0,47 0,39 
Out of all models analyzed, supervised model with word2vec as feature selector and SVM 
as classifier showed the best accuracy. 
3.2. Comparison of initial models with existing services  
The next question that pops up is as following: Is it necessary to create and improve the 
model that fulfills research goal from scratch? Are there any existing services that allow 
performing polarity classification with the same level of accuracy as analyzed before state-of-the-
art models — or at least may be additionally trained to be more domain-specific? 
3.2.1. Comparison of initial models’ accuracies with implemented services’ accuracies  
1. Existing theoretical state-of-the-art models show average accuracy (F1-score) higher 
than 50%. If existing services shows sufficiently higher precision, recall and F1-score for 
researched companies’ UGC, then there is no point in creating new model. 
2. Search for existing services for polarity classification of Russian language. As results of 
queries (‘sentiment analysis Russian’, ‘анализ тональности твитов текста’, ‘polarity 
classification Russian’, ‘определение тона твита’, ‘анализ мнений потребителей’) to Google 
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and Yandex search engines and analysis of numerous (250+) search results, only 2 services capable 
to perform polarity classification of Russian language were identified: indico.io and Repustate. 
Each service declare availability of service for SA of Russian language. To handle their 
functionality, both services provide access via APIs. Free trials with limited amount of API calls 
were chosen for research question (RQ6) testing. Limited amount of calls does not constrain 
functionality and does not affect sentiment classification’ accuracy. However, both services has 
no functionality to be additionally trained or somehow be customized for domain-specific tasks. 
This means that the obtained result of the initial testing is the best result, which may be obtained 
at all.  
3. In addition to direct search, several specific or not advertised services were analyzed. 
However, all of them appeared to be inapplicable to polarity classification of Russian language: 
 SentiStrength — widely spread SA of English language’ tool. However, it is not 
precise when applied to Russian language due to its morphological specifics — and 
it has no ability to customize/enrich its power; 
 SerpStat — SEO-oriented service, which claims to provide text analysis and 
sentiment analysis for its users. After registration and overview of service actual 
capabilities, it turns out that service provides only keyword sentiment analysis, 
which is not applicable for 1+ word sentences’ analysis; 
 IBM Watson — comprehensive, highly customizable and powerful tool, which 
showed high accuracy for English tweets. However, it turned out that it has no 
internal Russian lexicons and has no way to upload them directly or train the 
classifier without creating cumbersome pipeline with usage of IBM Cloud, Cloud 
Floundry Apps and Node-Red, which means Russian language can not be processed 
and analyzed; 
 SentimentMetrics — toolkit for social media monitoring rejected all attempts to 
register and get access to service functionality and GUI or at least their API; 
 iTeco — N-view Object Level Sentiment Analysis program is a part of large and 
complex software package named Analytical Courier and it is sold only in bundle 
with tens of other, not always relevant, programs; 
 Eureka Engine — accidentally founded proprietary software, which proves to be a 
part of larger software package. However, it does not seem feasible to learn about 
existence of this service without direct-targeted search.              
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4. Accuracy measurement. The same prepared earlier testing tweet corpus was used to 
benchmark accuracies of different services. The output both services provide was a tweet 
sentiment evaluated from 0 to 1. Since they work with binary classification, results may be 
interpreted as negative (0-0.5) and positive (0.51-1). Since testing sample has class imbalance 
specific, Precision, Recall and F1-score were used as measurement metrics. 
3.2.2. Results and conclusions 
All existing services were initially tested on English language sample and proved to be 
functioning correctly (0 for negative, 1 for positive). Then, testing tweet set, combined from all 
companies’ tweets, was analyzed with those services and initial models (Appendix 16. Code for 
Comparison of initial models with existing services). Results of benchmark are presented in Table 
7. In addition, examples of output in (Appendix 17. Polarity classification output by existing 
services). 
Table 7. Existing services vs chosen models accuracy 
Service Precision Recall F1-score 
Repustate (repustate, 2018) 0 0 0 
Indico.io (indico.io, 2018) 0,34 1 0,34 
Eureka Engine (eurekaengine, 2018) 0,33 0,45 0,38 
Supervised model (word2vec + SVM) 0,37 0,51 0,43 
Unsupervised model (word2vec + RNN) 0,33 0,47 0,39 
Several conclusions to be made:  
 Not all the services declaring they can perform SA of Russian language can actually 
perform it — Repustate works well with English language but did not classify 
Russian language at all;  
 Some services are not capable of accurate analysis of Russian language due to its 
morphological and syntactical specifics (e.g., SentiStrength); 
 Some services are not capable of working with unbalanced data, which means they 
are not be capable of performing real-time monitoring of brand mentions;   
 Specifics of UGC (e.g., availability of paralinguistic content) strongly affect 
general-purpose services’ accuracy and requires iterative training on domain-
specific corpora; 
 The main disadvantage of existing services is in lack of ability to extract aspects. 
All the services only do sentence-level polarity classification without linking it to 
specific aspect within the sentence; 
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 As it was proposed, created during current research initial domain-specific models 
showed higher F1-score, than existing services. 
3.3. Final polarity classification model 
3.3.1. Initial model drawbacks 
After benchmark it became clear that polarity classification of Russian language’ models 
based upon both supervised and unsupervised ML show better accuracy than existing services, 
thus, suits better to answer research question (RQ7). After getting initial results, manual 
verification of both topic extracted and polarity values assigned was performed. The main 
drawbacks of initial models are:  
 Several aspects were chosen incorrectly (e.g., ‘YouTube’ for Citilink); 
 Due to their implicit nature, several significant aspects were not chosen at all;  
 Accuracy upon testing tweet dataset was still insufficiently low (in comparison to 
theoretical models’ performance).  
3.3.2. Initial models’ improvement 
Due to implicit nature of the most of topics mentioned in testing tweet dataset, as well due 
to poor coverage of Russian language by existing topic modeling software. To improve this model 
programmatically, it is necessary to make changes in algorithm (increase number of learning 
iterations) and increase amount of data fed to the model. Due to the lack of additional testing data, 
it was decided not to improve model programmatically, but to extract explicit and implicit topics 
manually. The topics presented in Table 8 were manually extracted from testing tweet datasets. 
Table 8. Manually extracted aspects for researched companies in final model 
Company Aspects 
Wildberries ‘Advertising’, ‘Delivery’, ‘Discounts’, 
‘Exclusivity’, ‘Location’, ‘Prices’, ‘Website’ 
Citilink ‘Advertising’, ‘Consultants’, ‘Delivery’, 
‘Return Policy’, ‘Website’ 
M.Video ‘Delivery’, ‘Prices’, ‘Products’, ‘Discounts’, 
‘Consultants’, ‘Competitors’, ‘Website’, 
‘Return Policy’, ‘Location’ 
Sportmaster ‘Advertising’, ‘Consultants’, ‘Competitors’,  
‘Prices’, ‘Products’ 
Using word2vec features leads to improvement to results comparing to usage of n-gram 
(with the same SVM classifier) in more than 3%. It appears that implementation of SVM classifier 
lead to higher accuracy than implementation of RNN. However, final accuracy of 43% is still not 
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sufficient and is much lower than was initially proposed. It means that some of modeling steps 
should be iteratively improved.  
Feature selector was enriched with additional collected words embedding from Russian 
Distributional Thesaurus (nlpub, 2017). With its size of 12.9bln of words embedding, it should 
give solid increase in F1-score in comparison to initial model, because efficiency of such approach 
to vectorization of Russian language was proved by (Arefyev, 2015). Classifier was additionally 
trained on external library of Russian language tweets, collected by Rubtsova (mokoron, 2017). It 
consists of 226834 tweets, with balance between negative and positive tweets. The main steps of 
final model’ creation (feature selection and classifier training) may be seen in Python Notebook 
(described with #). The whole code for final models may be found at author’s Github repository 
(Github, 2018).  
3.3.3. Final polarity classification model 
Aspect extraction based on LDA algorithm and POS-tagged dataset was tuned in regard to 
specifics of each company’s UGC. The best feature selection type and weight assignment 
procedure for current research is word2vec enriched with 12.9bln vectors dataset.  The best 
classifier type for current research is Support Vector Machines (outperforms DNN due to specifics 
of data available and output requirements) trained on 250000 labeled tweets. Iteratively improved 
DL SA model shows the following accuracy results (F1-score) of 51%. It is represented as Python 
Notebook, with all the steps (data preparation, feature selection, classifier training, and polarity 
classification) combined. This final model gave answers on RQ7 and fulfilled the research goal, 
since it is capable of providing managers in real-time with information about negative or positive 
attitude towards specific business aspects.  
3.4. Application of final model to Russian E-Commerce companies 
Final model was deployed and testing tweet data was analyzed. Outcomes consists of 
labeled testing dataset. Each aspect (topic) within dataset was extracted and labeled with sentiment. 
Output data was presented in format ‘Topic — Sentiment’, example may be seen in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Example of output polarity labeled data for Sportmaster 
Based on this data, extracted topics were manually analyzed to extract explaining comment 
upon each aspect. Since positive feedback on SNS has the greatest impact upon sales volumes, 
positively labeled tweets should be taken into consideration in first place. However, negative 
feedback provides much larger room for improvement, and gives insights upon problems with 
different functions. 
For Wildberries, out of 86 analyzed tweets seven aspects were identified by model, and 
most of them with negative sentiment. Results are in Table 9. 
Table 9. Extracted Topic — Sentiment for Wildberries 
Aspect Polarity Comment Recommendation 
Exclusivity Positive 
Unique products that competitors does 
not have 
- 
Discounts Positive 
Large number and amounts of discounts, 
coupons and promo codes 
- 
Prices Positive 
Low prices in comparison with 
competitors 
- 
Advertising Negative 
Excessive and inappropriate e-mail and 
SMS advertising 
Better targeting 
Delivery Negative Delays and damaged goods  
Fix timing issues; 
change packages 
Website Negative Poor design of official website Redesign 
Location Negative Problems at specific stores Fix problems 
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For Citilink, out of 47 analyzed tweets, five aspects were identified by model and all of 
them with negative polarity. Results are in Table 10. 
Table 10. Extracted Topic — Sentiment for Citilink 
Aspect Polarity Comment Recommendation 
Consultants Negative 
Consultants’ absence and their 
inappropriate behavior 
New HR practices 
Delivery Negative 
Constant delays and problems with 
delivered products’ conditions 
Fix timing issues; 
change packages 
Website Negative Bugs in official website Fix bugs 
Advertising Negative 
YouTube advertising caused problems 
with further video uploading  
Stop ads on YouTube 
until bug is solved 
Return policy Negative Customer-unfriendly return conditions Rethink return policy 
For M.Video, out of 120 analyzed tweets eight aspects were identified by model, with the 
most of them with negative sentiment. Results are in Table 11. 
Table 11. Extracted Topic — Sentiment for M.Video 
Aspect Polarity Comment Recommendation 
Products’ 
variety 
Positive 
Wider choice of products and services 
than competitors have 
- 
Discounts Positive 
Large number and amounts of discounts, 
coupons and promo codes 
- 
Competitors Positive Eldorado return policy - 
Prices Negative 
Strange price changes on old items; 
prices higher than competitors have 
Explain price 
changes, 
Consultants Negative 
Consultants’ absence and their 
inappropriate behavior 
New HR practices 
Delivery Negative 
Constant delays and courier 
documentation problems 
Fix documentations 
and timing issues 
Website Negative Bugs in official website Fix bugs 
Return Policy Negative Customer-unfriendly return conditions Rethink return policy 
Location Negative 
Unavailability of several stores; 
unsatisfying working hours 
 
For Sportmaster, out of 154 analyzed tweets, six aspects were identified and most of them 
with negative polarity. Results are in Table 12. 
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Table 12. Extracted Topic — Sentiment for Sportmaster 
Aspect Polarity Comment Recommendation 
Prices Positive 
Low prices in comparison with 
competitors 
- 
Discounts Positive 
Large number and amounts of discounts, 
coupons and promo codes 
- 
Products’ 
variety 
Negative 
Abundance of mass market products; 
lack of variety in terms of sizes  
Balance product lines 
Consultants Negative Consultants’ annoying behavior New HR practices 
Products’ 
quality 
Negative Low quality products; local brands only 
Fix documentations 
and timing issues 
Advertising Negative Annoying irrelevant advertising  Better targeting 
It can be concluded that in relation to organizational structure and functions within it, 
obtained labeled data has various possible applications bringing value to researched companies. 
Various applications are listed in Table 13. 
Table 13. SA results’ applications 
Application/Level Middle management Top management 
Advertising 1 — Channels’ adjustment 2 — Marketing strategy 
Customer Service 3 — New scripts and practices 4 — HR policies 
Branding 5 — Brand health monitoring 6 — Brand improvement 
Pricing 7 — Discounts 8 — Dynamic pricing 
Products 9 — Recommendations 10 - Contracts with suppliers 
Market research  11 — Competitors analysis 
Logistics 12 — New rules and practices  13 — Stores’ locations 
IT 14 — Content’ updates 15 — Website /App improvements 
Return Policy 16 — Customer interaction 17 — New policy terms 
All these managerial applications are applicable to any large Russian E-Commerce with 
both online and offline points-of-sales (or self-discharge points), partially being more relevant to 
companies with tangible products rather than purely service-oriented E-Commerce. Most of these 
applications (and its value for E-Commerce companies) are described in previous studies upon SA 
applications for E-Commerce (Qiu et al., 2018; Poecze et al., 2018). Below are elaborations upon 
final polarity classification model’ output applications for E-Commerce companies:  
1. Advertising and Social Media Marketing appear to be the most straightforward 
application of analyzed UGC. With the marketing in general getting more 
customized and transforming from mass marketing to ‘1-to-1’ paradigm, 
advertising and SMM are moving in the same direction. For Russian E-Commerce 
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companies, more targeted and relevant advertising will lead to increase in ad 
efficiency and decrease in negative perception of companies’ marketing efforts.   
2. Better understanding of customers allows top-management to alter marketing 
strategy, for example to tune it in terms of Segmentation (current customers vs. 
potential customers), Targeting (which segment to focus on in advertising) and 
Positioning (how customers perceive company’s brand and main value 
propositions). 
3. Customer Satisfaction level from interaction with salesperson (e.g., in M.Video and 
Citilink stores workers are both consultants and salespersons) strongly influence 
the final purchase decision. Improved scripts and personal trainings may improve 
efficiency of store employees. 
4. HR policies may be used as a strategic tool of changing the format of interaction 
between store workers and customers on all levels and not in specific points-of-
sales, but on the firm level. 
5. Brand health monitoring allows company to avoid reputational damages and act 
proactively in case of consumers’ rage against the company. Due to the direct 
influence of brand comprehension on customers’ purchase intentions, brand health 
monitoring is an important procedure for every E-Commerce manager.   
6. Brand policies, which may start at simple change of advertising messages to 
complete rebranding, may be guided by customer desires, extracted by polarity 
classification model. Simple changes in messages’ content along with its real-time 
Customers’ Attitudes analytics may lead to increase in brand loyalty.  
7. Sometimes discounts are more efficient and appropriate, and understanding of 
Customers’ Attitudes help to identify this timing correctly. Along with increases in 
sales volumes, additional loyal customers may be obtained.  
8. Dynamic pricing is the most applied tool for increasing revenues without losing 
customers or going for sales. In addition, since price is very important for customer 
in moment of overt search and alternatives evaluation, it is the best way to 
outperform competitors. 
9. More in-depth knowledge upon customers’ desires to buy specific products or 
specific brands along with will lead to more relevant recommendations. For 
example, M.Video in 2017 launched a pilot project of Amazon-like upselling 
recommendation algorithm with e-mail sender (ComNews, 2017). Created polarity 
classification model may help to enhance current system. 
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10. Contracts with suppliers may lead to change of product lines to ones more desired 
by customers. Higher the demand for products on shelf, higher the sales. Extra 
quality control is also needed to assure high level of customers’ satisfaction, which 
is direct influencer for purchase intention. 
11. Competitors analysis may help to exploit some marketing activities or operational-
related approaches for the sake of researched companies’ striving. 
12. Fails in delivery worsen the whole experience of customer-company interaction. 
Fixing these problems is a feasible task, especially if delivery service is in-house. 
13. Experiments with stores’ locations (numerous customers complained about their 
inconvenient location) or implementation of more advanced delivery system (e.g., 
Amazon’s Prime) are applicable to fix current issue. 
14. Often, because of out-of-date information on website, customers get negative 
experience. In addition, the absence of relevant information lead to decline in sales 
and negative brand perception. 
15. Websites and apps have a tendency to become out-of-date in comparison to highly 
dynamic online competitors, which negatively affects customers’ desire to buy 
online via this shop. 
16. If customers are not happy with initial purchase, store managers should fix this 
issue so at the end customer is satisfied with his purchase and is eager to repeat it 
in future.   
17. In case of numerous complaints upon return policy, some part of it may be reshaped 
or improved to make customers more eager to buy and not be afraid of fraud from 
company’s side.  
3.5. Summary of chapter 3 
The main goal of chapter 3 was to create polarity classification model, which provides 
valuable for E-Commerce companies’ managers output. In previous chapter, different theoretical 
polarity classification models were analyzed in terms of their performance for Russian language 
short-text data. In chapter 3, those initial models were created and trained on Big Data text corpora. 
These initial models were upgraded with ability of topic modelling, since only this configuration 
may bring to decision maker useful and actionable information. Then, initial models’ accuracy 
was compared with existing commercial solutions for SA of Russian language services on the 
same testing dataset (Russian E-Commerce companies’ related tweets), with created in current 
research models showing higher accuracy than existing services. Accuracy results measured and 
the most relevant polarity classification model was picked with F1-score as main measurement 
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metric (final PR AUC metrics). After that, model results were manually verified and main 
drawbacks were identified. The most accurate initial model was improved — topic modeling 
algorithm was changed and polarity classification model’ elements were additionally trained 
(feature selector + classifier). The final model setup consists of word2vec feature selector and 
SVM classifier. The final accuracy of model is 51% (again, F1-score) and it is higher than of all 
initial models. The output in form of ‘Topic — Sentiment’ was obtained after application of 
created final model to testing data with tweets containing indirect mentions of four Russian E-
Commerce companies (Wildberries, Citilink, M.Video, Sportmaster). Testing tweet set was 
analyzed and Customers’ Attitudes towards different aspects of companies’ activities were 
extracted and labeled. Domain-specific recommendations for Russian E-Commerce companies 
upon advertising, marketing mix, product-related features and customer service were given.   
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Discussion and conclusions 
Discussion of the findings 
Current study was devoted to application of Sentiment Analysis tasks to assess customers’ 
attitude towards researched company. Research gap was in the lack of empirical studies upon 
applications of polarity classification of Russian language that are beneficial for managers of E-
Commerce companies. The main research goal of this study was in creation and test of polarity 
classification model, which allows managers of Russian E-Commerce companies to achieve better 
understanding of customers’ attitudes towards their brand, products and services. The goal was 
achieved through theoretical review of existing literature on the topic of Sentiment Analysis of 
Big Data with in-depth overview of studies upon different polarity classification models and 
methods of obtaining knowledge upon customers’ attitudes with their assistance. On the basis of 
theoretical review, polarity classification model was built, compared with existing services and 
tailored to specifics of current research setup. To achieve research goal, seven research questions 
were stated.   
The first research question (RQ1) was to understand type and format of sentiment labeled 
data, which may be useful for managers in E-Commerce. Since simple polarity identification alone 
is not enough to get sufficient for output some valuable for business data, additional knowledge in 
terms of automatically extracted topics was gathered. Final output is represented in format ‘Topic 
— Sentiment’, for example, ‘Price — Negative’. This knowledge allows managers to promptly 
identify possible threats to company and handle those issues. Five companies were chosen as cases 
of Russian E-Commerce companies interested in obtaining such type of output — Wildberries, 
Citilink, M.Video, Lamoda and Sportmaster. When switching specifically to E-Commerce 
companies, numerous applications in advertising, customer service and marketing mix 
management were identified. With advanced knowledge of customer, managers of E-Commerce 
companies may enhance marketing activities through tuning advertising channels and messages’ 
content; improve customer service with more quick and valuable for user complaint handling; 
improve marketing mix via rethinking current targeting and positioning directions. For more 
detailed information upon possible applications of this type of sentiment labeled data, see ongoing 
‘Managerial implications’ section.    
The second research question (RQ2) was to find relevant UGC sources and how to extract 
data upon Customer Attitude (which is needed to build polarity classification model) from it. 
Source criteria, such as company’s presence at SNS (community, page, group, etc.), ability to 
access and lack of moderation from company side, were stated. Since SNS are currently the main 
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source of UGC, different popular within Russian audience SNS were reviewed. Among such 
networks, as VKontakte, Odnoklassniki, Facebook and Twitter, the latter one as the most 
appropriate source of UGC was selected due to its suitability to stated source criteria.  
The third research question (RQ3) was to analyze performance baselines for state-of-the-
art polarity classification for Russian, English and multilingual models. Studies in both English 
and Russian languages, as well as multilingual studies were reviewed. Both lexicon-based and 
Machine Learning based approaches towards polarity classification were overviewed. The most 
efficient models appears to be ML and DL-based models with n-grams and word2vec as feature 
selectors, and SVM and RNN as classifiers. The most efficient models from oriented on Russian 
language studies were later created and tested in empirical part. 
The forth research questions (RQ4) was in selection of appropriate accuracy metrics. Those 
metrics should be aimed on accuracy measurement of classifier performance, which is tested upon 
imbalanced data. The most commonly used in industry ROC AUC and PR AUC metrics were 
compared, with PR AUC (F1-score, specifically) selected due to specifics of testing data used in 
research. 
The fifth research question (RQ5) was to identify the most relevant polarity classification 
of Russian language’ model basis for research goal and specific industry (Russian E-Commerce). 
Concerning desired output, final polarity classification model should be able to extract aspects 
upon researched companies, to handle specific for Twitter messages paralinguistic content and 
misspellings, to classify polarity correctly with accuracy heading to state-of-the-art performance 
baselines. In current research, out of all reviewed models, the most relevant polarity classification 
model’ setup is word2vec as feature selector and SVM as classifier.   
The sixth research question (RQ6) was to analyze performance baselines of existing 
general-use proprietary services of polarity classification of Russian language. At first, numerous 
services were found and questioned on their ability to handle Russian language’ analysis. Then, 
three suitable services — indico.io, Repustate and Eureka Engine were selected. To perform this 
analysis, the same testing dataset with tweets upon selected Russian E-Commerce companies’ was 
used. Existing services (functionality was accessed via APIs), and created during research initial 
models were tested with this dataset. Since imbalance of testing dataset, PR AUC metric (F1-
score) was used to assess accuracy. Roughly speaking, F1-score calculates ratio of correctly and 
incorrectly predicted sentiment values. It turned out, that existing services does not show accuracy 
higher than 38%, while theoretical models for Russian language showed 50+% accuracy and initial 
models in current research demonstrated 40% accuracy. Along with lack of ability to customize 
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existing services, it was decided to create tailored for researched companies’ model through 
improving initial models.  
The last research question (RQ7) related to the process of creation tailored for researched 
companies’ polarity classification of Russian language’ model aimed on assessment of Customer 
Attitude in UGC from SNS. First, several propositions based on theoretical review were made — 
upon efficiency of separate elements of polarity classification models (feature selector and 
classifier) and accuracy of initial models vs existing SA services. Initial models for topic modeling 
and polarity classification were created and tested. Both extracted topics and labeled sentiments 
were manually verified and were not sufficiently accurate to fulfill research goal. Several iterations 
and improvements in topic modeling algorithm as well as in polarity classification algorithm were 
made — amount of words embedding for feature classifier was increased to 12.9 bln and volume 
of training data for classifier was increased to 250000 tweets. The final model was created and 
tested upon testing tweet dataset, which consists of indirect mentions of researched companies 
(Wildberries, Citilink, M.Video and Sportmaster) during 2018 and may be seen in Figure 23.  
 
Figure 23. Final polarity classification model’ framework 
The final model consists of five main steps: data preparation (data collection and data 
processing), feature selection, classifier training, topic modeling and polarity classification. In this 
thesis, all the steps are tailored to research specifics, ready to be used by manager (code for final 
polarity classification model in Python Notebook is posted at author’s Github repository (Github, 
2018)) and are described in details below. 
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Step of data preparation include collection and processing of training and testing data. For 
data collection, Twitter application’ credentials are obtained at first. Credentials were obtained via 
straightforward login at Twitter Apps (Twitter, 2018). Then, there are two different approaches to 
collect data — in real-time manner or in historical manner. In case of real-time, database to store 
all necessary data is created and data collection process is pipelined. Database is designed on the 
base of NoSQL CloudantDB, and pipeline flow is made with Node-RED. To perform real-time 
data collection, manager have to create Twitter app, create database (SQL or NoSQL — depends 
on managers’ preferences) and pipeline data collection flow. To do this, manager should have 
understanding of how databases work and be familiar with basics of JavaScript. In case of 
historical data collection, Python script to gather data in necessary for further modeling format 
(.csv or .json) is written. To perform historical data collection, manager have to create Twitter app 
and launch script in with obtained Twitter credentials (‘consumer’ and ‘app’ keys). To do this, 
manager should be familiar with basics of Python language. Output of this step — raw collected 
training and testing datasets.    
Data processing is performed after obtaining understanding of needed data output. It 
include training and testing data processing, as well as separation (or merge) of datasets into 
needed ones. It is performed within Python Notebook with the help of such libraries, as python-
twitter, pandas and NLTK. To perform data preparation, manager have to put input data file into 
Notebook and launch the code. To do this, manager should be familiar with basics of Python 
language. Since quality of data directly affects final model accuracy, in this thesis was made an 
attempt to find the most suitable for short Russian texts. In comparison to studies by (Rubtsova, 
2017), data was prepared specifically for business-oriented problems — separate POS-tagged 
dataset for topic modeling for each company, morphology. Output of this step — prepared and 
structured training and testing datasets.  
Step of feature selection include gathering of feature vectors and training word2vec model 
on them. Feature vectors may be gathered manually from domain-specific tweet corpora, or 
collected from external open-source text corpora (such as (Rusvectores, 2018)). To gather and 
prepare domain-specific corpora, manager have to use the same tools, as for abovementioned data 
preparation’ tasks (with the same required skillset). To collect external corpora, manager have to 
visit the website and download corpora (no special skills required). Feature selector’ training is 
performed within Python Notebook with the help of such libraries, as pandas, gensim and 
word2vec. To train feature vectors, manager have to input data file into Notebook and launch the 
code. To do this, manager should be familiar with basics of Python language. Output of this step 
— prepared for classifier training features. The main contribution of current thesis to step of 
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feature selection is in selection of the most suitable for short texts feature selector, which is 
word2vec, and training vector dataset sufficient to achieve accuracy of 50+%, which is combined 
dataset of RusVectores and tweets’ vectors.      
Step of classifier training is aimed on building a model, capable to separate positive 
features from negative as accurate as possible. It is performed within Python Notebook with the 
help of such libraries, as pandas and scikit-learn. To train classifier, manager have to input data 
file into Notebook and launch the code. To do this, manager should be familiar with basics of 
Python language. Output of this step — prepared for classifier training features. The main 
contribution of current thesis to step of classifier training is in selection of the most suitable and 
accurate for Russian language’ classifier, which is Support Vector Machines.    
Step of topic modeling include extraction of topics and accuracy evaluation. It is performed 
within Python Notebook with the help of such libraries, as pandas, scikit-learn and gensim. To 
extract topics from necessary dataset, manager have to input prepared for topic modeling data file 
(see ‘data processing’ section) into Notebook and launch the code. To do this, manager should be 
familiar with basics of Python language. Output of this step — extracted and ready-to-be-labeled 
topics for each company.   
Step of polarity classification include classification of testing data and accuracy evaluation. 
It is performed within Python Notebook with the help of such libraries, as pandas and scikit-learn. 
To mark with sentiment extracted topics, manager have to input ready-to-be-labeled topics along 
with testing dataset into Notebook and launch the code. To do this, manager should be familiar 
with basics of Python language. Output of this step — list of sentiment-labeled topics for each 
company. The main contribution of current thesis to current step is in creation of combined Russian 
language’ polarity classification model, capable to outperform existing SA services.   
The entire model in current thesis consists of two parts. The first one is created for data 
collection and is represented as pipeline of Node-Red with Cloudant database (data is grabbed 
from Twitter with Node-Red and stored at database). The second one is for all data preparation 
and modeling procedures and is represented as a Python Notebook (.ipynb format). To use it for 
her purposes, E-Commerce company manager should be familiar to basics of Python and 
JavaScript languages programming (with additional knowledge of such libraries, as pandas and 
scikit-learn), able to read and analyze other developers’ code, be familiar with how SQL databases 
work and capable to launch program via convenient to him command line or IDE. For managers’ 
convenience, the whole model may be translated into stand-alone web service (with some help 
from professional Python developers), with access via API and graphical user interface. 
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After the manual verification of sentiments’ labeled to testing data, it may be concluded 
that final model was tested successfully — the most of explicit polarity expressions were labeled 
correctly, with main mistakes made in sarcasm detection, slang misinterpretation and numerous 
negations handling.     
Thus, it can be concluded that all research questions of the thesis were answered, thus, 
fulfilling stated research goal. 
Theoretical contributions 
Current research initializes research upon applications of polarity classification of Russian 
language in business, specifically in E-Commerce as well as elaborate upon topics of collection of 
Big Data from Social Networks and extraction of customers’ attitudes out of this unstructured 
textual data. Talking about Big Data, its variety is referred primarily. Data from Social Networks 
includes different types of textual data (text, symbols, emoticons, hashtags, etc.) and is written in 
various languages (e.g., for Lamoda, several reviews in English were found). Along with variety, 
volume is important. Amount of textual data in Social Networks is increasing daily (Statista, 2018), 
and, though in current thesis quite small amount of data was used (250000 tweets as training data 
and 400 tweets as testing data), research of Customers’ Attitudes from User-Generated Content is 
getting more and more precise and insightful due to emergence of these large datasets.           
The main theoretical contribution was made towards theory upon creation of polarity 
classification models. Advantages and disadvantages of different polarity classification of Russian 
language models’ were analyzed. Various polarity classifications models with different setups 
were analyzed and described in terms of their applicability for research goal. It was proved that 
the most relevant for such tasks feature selector is word2vec and classifier is SVM, in line with 
results obtained by (Loukachevitch & Rubtsova, 2016). Created model may serve as a baseline for 
further business-related polarity classification of Russian language’ models. 
Since the lack of literature upon applications of polarity classification models in E-
Commerce, current research provides a basis for more in-depth research upon polarity 
classification of Russian language in business. It provides theoretical review of the polarity 
classification modeling process specifically for Russian language short-text messages with focus 
on practical managerial implications. It describes the process of data mining concerning business-
oriented tasks and goes in details in process of data preparation of Twitter data in Russian 
language. It does in-depth analysis of existing approaches to polarity classification and compare 
different setups for polarity classification models. In further research, it may be used as a platform 
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for more technically sophisticated (with larger training datasets and more advanced classifier 
algorithms) Customers’ Attitudes analysis.     
Managerial implications 
Along with theoretical contribution, various managerial implications were provided. One 
important notice here: since the final built polarity classification model has one straightforward 
managerial implication — extract knowledge upon Customers’ Attitudes from User-Generated 
Content, the focus of ‘Managerial Implications’ part is on the aspects of how this extracted 
knowledge may be applied in Russian E-Commerce companies. 
The main managerial implication is quite straightforward – the research goal was fulfilled 
and functioning polarity classification model was created. It means that E-Commerce companies’ 
managers can use the final model to get ‘Topic-Sentiment’ for their own data, which may include 
UGC in Russian language collected from different sources (however, the best results will be made 
on short-text Twitter-alike type of data).   
Since companies are interested in getting more proactive in company-customer interaction, 
knowledge upon Customers’ Attitudes is becoming crucial for companies’ success. During the 
analysis of User-Generated Content made by customers of the largest Russian E-Commerce 
companies, numerous important for customers aspects were identified. There are several functions 
of company, extensively commented by customers — advertising, customer service, branding, 
pricing, products’ variety and quality, logistics, IT and others. Managerial implications within all 
these functions may be divided into groups based on level of management who will use the output 
of polarity classification model. For top management, possible applications include adjustment of 
marketing strategy, improvement of HR policies, brand image improvement, implementation of 
dynamic pricing, restructuration of contracts with suppliers and competitors’ analysis. For middle 
management, possible applications include adjustment of advertising channels and content, 
implementation of brand health monitoring, new standards of interaction with customer online and 
offline and more efficient handling of returns and complaints. 
Limitations of the study  
First, numerous model’ improvements lay beyond scope of current Master Thesis and it 
was decided to resort to more straight and simple techniques to create the model. Since this study 
is business-oriented in the first place, more attention was paid to managerial implications and 
benefits for business rather than to scrupulous descriptions of technical details.   
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Second, limited amount of data upon researched company. Due to the specifics of Twitter 
APIs, the amount of data available for research is limited to data gathered through real-time 
Streaming API. Another reason for tweet number shortage is limited popularity of Twitter among 
Russian speakers. In case of large Western companies with socially English-speaking active 
customer base, there is no problem of sufficient data collection arising. For example, there are 
about 5000 tweets per day directly or indirectly mentioning Starbucks, while there are only 5 
tweets per day directly or indirectly mentioning M.Video. A good solution may be to find other 
sources of UGC, which currently are not moderated by companies (e.g., Twitter is moderated by 
company if it has functioning account or page, interacts with company’s followers and handles 
direct mentions). For example, useful information on companies may be found in review sections 
at websites of web aggregators (such as Yandex Market). Besides, there is lack of publicly 
available datasets, which may be used as training data.    
Third, along with its limited amount, data is also scarce in terms of amount and diversity 
of data sources. Due to different upcoming changes in terms and conditions of various SNS and 
open forums towards usage of data by third-parties (caused, for example, by abovementioned 
Cambridge Analytica data scandal) and restrictive actions of Russian legislative and pro-
government organizations (e.g., Federal Service for Supervision in the Sphere of Telecom, 
Information Technologies and Mass Communications), data extraction became more cumbersome 
procedure. 
Forth, since this research in business-oriented, it was decided to ‘cut corners’ on the topics 
of linguistics and consumer psychology. While both those themes are directly related to researched 
topic (extraction of customer thoughts from textual pieces), they were touched upon briefly in 
chapter 1 (basic elements influencing purchase decision process) and chapter 2 (knowledge of 
Russian language’ morphology needed to preprocess data correctly).  
Prospects for future research 
First, usage of other types of Twitter data for managerial implications. Along with textual 
data, Twitter also contains other types of data. Geospatial data, which may be used to perform 
precise segmentation and solve problems on the level of individual stores. Numerical data upon 
user behavior on SNS (number of followers, number of followings, number of tweets), which may 
be used to identify users relationships, influencers and patterns of information spread within these 
internal ‘friendship’ networks. Attached images and videos, which usually either show the 
Customers’ Attitude or show some real-life situation within stores, may be analyzed to gain 
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additional information upon customers. Meta-level features can be extracted for the same 
purposes.       
Second, current model can be improved with more technically complex and sophisticated 
approaches to SA modeling steps. For lexicon-based polarity classification, overall accuracy of 
model may be improved with integration to training data more wide or domain-specific 
dictionaries. In addition, lexicons with high results in numerous studies, such as MPQA, Bing 
Liu’s and LIWC, may be translated and used as training data. For ML/DL-based polarity 
classification models (since they proved to be the most accurate ones), every step of modelling 
process may be improved. On the step of feature selection, larger training data corpus (e.g., closed 
for private use such as (Russian National Corpus, 2018)) may be used to get the higher accuracy. 
For ensemble models, additional rules may be added to make feature selection more precise. On 
the step of weight assignment, sentiment labeled lexicons, such as Twitter Sentiment Analysis 
Dataset, may be translated and integrated into training corpora. Preemptive subjectivity 
classification may be improved and learned to not only separate tweets into subjective and 
objective, but also to mine opinions from objective tweets and to test whether they may be useful 
for managers. Aspect extraction may be improved and identify not only aspects themselves, but 
also summarize (or cluster and summarize) the Customers’ Attitudes upon selected aspects 
automatically. 
Third, with deeper research upon consumer behavior online and customers’ psychographic 
characteristics, it is possible to advance SA and retrieve more relevant and sophisticated data upon 
customers’ shopping intentions and motives. With more profound psychology-based approach, 
consumer behavior may be interpreted in a more relevant manner. For example, with better 
understanding of interrelations between building trust and increase of purchase intention, it is 
possible to use SA as a tool to measure customers’ trust towards brand and find ways to enhance 
it.    
Fourth, there are number of interesting for research topics within Sentiment Analysis, 
which are strongly related to polarity classification itself. For example, fake opinion’ detection, 
slang preprocessing and automatic handling of grammatical errors (Tubishat et al., 2018). The 
most problematic are related to extraction of implicit data. Theoretically, all this implicit data may 
be extracted with more advanced approach to topic modeling. Along with this, such entities within 
text as sarcasm and hate may be detected more precisely and be interpreted in a more correct way.       
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